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Abstract 
The current study proposed a model on explaining Chinese interpersonal behaviors, based 
on the past research evidence and the guanxi conceptualization by Yang (1999). The model 
consists of guanxi-oriented and person-oriented paths. In the guanxi-oriented path, Chinese 
will determine interpersonal behaviors by using guanxi. The effect of guanxi is originated 
from obligations, which are further conceptualized into hierarchical superiority/inferiority 
and assumed affection. Another path is the person-oriented path, by which people will take 
real affection, affected by instrumentality, into account when relating to other people. The 
proposed model was validated empirically in this study by asking ‘ 447 Hong Kong 
university students to complete an online questionnaire. For empirical validation, the scales 
for assessing real affection, assumed affection and instrumentality in a relationship were 
developed and proved in terms of reliability and validity. Results showed that the two routes 
of the proposed model existed by path analysis, with several adjustments made. Apart from 
the model validation, the current study also stimulated a dynamic mechanism for explaining 
how the interactions among assumed affection, real affection and instrumentality during the 
relationship development. 
I 
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Chapter 1: Research Objectives 
In the past two decades, research of''guanxi (關係)has been very popular in the 
Chinese communities (for review, see Liu, 2001; Yang, 1999). Its effect on Chinese 
interpersonal behaviors in different areas have also been confirmed empirically, such as 
reward allocation (Zhang & Yang, 1998), reciprocation or debt paying pattern (Chang & 
Holt, 1994)，conflict resolution (Hwang, 1997)，interpersonal trust (Pang, 1998; Yang & 
Pang, 1999)，relationship development (Pang & Yang，1999), job seeking behavior (Bain & 
Nag, 1997), and organizational managing style (Cheng, et al.，1997; Far et al.，1998). 
The reason why there was a blossom of studies on guanxi is that the past western 
literature on interpersonal relationships had not covered the ingenious components unique 
in Chinese interpersonal relationships and behaviors. Most of the western literature showed 
that when people behave in interpersonal interactions, they will normally take the factors 
between the two persons in a relationship, such as how both sides like each other (level of 
intimacy) and whether a person will pay back the favors to one another in the future 
(reciprocity) (e.g., Clark & Mill，1993; Emerson, 1990). Unlike the western literature, the 
guanxi studies focusing on Chinese population demonstrated that during interaction, 
Chinese not only take into account the factors of intimacy and reciprocity, but also their 
positions and role behaviors in relationships endowed by social norms (e.g., Ho, 1998; Yang, 
1995; Yang, 1999). For example, the inferior position of a son is bound to be subject to his 
father. The role behaviors between friends are entirely different from that between siblings. 
The concern of these social factors by Chinese in their interpersonal interactions causes the 
1 past western interpersonal models inadequately covered the full picture in explaining 
Chinese interpersonal behaviors (Zhang & Yang, 1998). 
On the other hand, though the past research on guanxi already did a great achievement 
by drawing the researchers' attention to the functions of guanxi in Chinese interpersonal 
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relationships (e.g., Pang, 1998; Yang, 1999; Zhang & Yang, 1998). Most studies, however, 
remained at formative and non-empirical level. Not many studies really tested the functions 
of guanxi and posited it well in Chinese interpersonal behaviors. Despite a number of 
models on conceptualizing guanxi has been emerged in the recent decades (e.g., Ho, 1998; 
Hwang, 1987; Yang, 1995; Yang, 1999), however, still not much effort was put on testing 
their validity at empirical level. Worse is that we could even not see any sophisticated scales 
for measuring the guanxi components under different conceptualizations. Without serious 
validation on guanxi conceptualizations, it is quite impossible for us to test its functions and 
effects on Chinese interpersonal behaviors. 
Owning to the above two reasons - the inadequacy of the western models when 
applying to Chinese interpersonal contexts and, the stagnancies of Chinese ingenious 
research on either validating guanxi conceptualization or testing guanxi at practical level — I 
therefore tried to test the effects and functions of guanxi in practical Chinese interpersonal 
behaviors empirically by establishing an indigenous model in this paper. The reason for 
establishing a model from the western literature is twofold. First, the western literature have 
never mentioned about "guanxi" and other indigenous concepts, therefore starting with a 
western literature foundation might not be appropriate. Second, the research on Chinese 
interpersonal relationships in indigenous way has already accumulated a certain level of 
achievement (e.g., Hwang, 1987; Yang, 1993; Ho, 1998; Yang, 1999). Starting the model on 
Chinese interpersonal behaviors based on the accomplishment on Chinese interpersonal 
relationships should be more direct and relevant. 
Prior to that, the second objective was measuring different components of guanxi by 
I 
creating well psychometrically validated scales under the conceptualization proposed by 
Yang (1999). Before elaborating the model 如d the scales in greater detail, we will first take 
a closer look at how guanxi is conceptualized at the theoretically and is defined 
operationally. 
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Chapter 2: Guanxi Conceptualization 
Components and Definition 
Guanxi is defined as a summary or the status people perceive about the ties with 
another person (Yang, 1999). The first theory of conceptualizing guanxi is “differential 
order" by sociologist Fei (1948), which states Chinese view their interpersonal relationships 
(i.e., guanxi), or social networks, in ripple-like circles. Guanxi in inner circles are close or 
important, whereas outer circles distant or less important. Chinese will apply different rules 
in interactions with people with different guanxi. Developed from this classic theory are the 
three dominant models for conceptualizing guanxi in the past research. The three models are: 
(a) “Face and Favor" by Hwang (1987)，which divides guanxi into expressive, instrumental 
and mixed ties; (b) "Guanxi Orientation" by K. S. Yang (1993), which categories guanxi 
into Jia-ren (families,家人)，Shou-ren (familiar people,熟人)and Shen-ren (acquaintance, 
生人)；and (c) the model by C. R Yang (1999), which proposes using ascribed, affective and 
instrumental dimensions to dissect guanxi. 
The present study employed C. F. Yang's model (1999) for conceptualizing guanxi 
because of several merits. First, Yang's model is dynamic by elaborating how guanxi 
between two persons to evolve over time. Second, Yang's model does not categorize guanxi 
like others; instead, conceptualizing guanxi by the three dimensions (ascribed, affective and 
instrumental). Such conceptualization, by continuous dimensions but not discrete categories, 
bestows the model with flexibility in different geographical and temporal situations. For 
instance, when there is any new guanxi emerged in the future, it is not necessary creating a 
new category to describe them; but breaking down onto the three dimensions. Third, Yang's 
conceptualization has already received a considerable body of empirical support for its 
validity (e.g. Lau et al., 2005; Pang, 1998; Yang, 2001; Zhang, 2001). 
Under Yang's conceptualization, guanxi is a summary or the status people perceive 
about the ties with another person, and it consists of two components: ascribed and 
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interactive. Ascribed component is the strength and kind of dyadic obligations, as the 
guanxi's foundation, between two persons. Interactive component is the accumulated 
experience through direct interactions between two persons. Interactive component further 
divides into two dimensions: instrumental and affective. Instrumental dimension refers to 
the degree of experience that is accumulated through a cognitive calculation on how the 
obligations specified in guanxi have been fulfilled in the past interactions. Affective 
dimension refers to the degree to which individuals are in a tie of intimacy, communal 
sharing and among others. In other words, instrumental dimension can be regarded as how 
the two persons in guanxi felt their obligations had been followed in the past interactions; 
whereas affective dimension can be taken as the perception of one's sincere sentiment 
expressed during interactions. All types of guanxi can be expressed in the two components 
and the two dimensions. 
Guanxi 's Influence at Operational Level 
Under Yang's conceptualization, the uniqueness of guanxi lies at the ascribed 
component, while the interactive component (instrumental and affective dimension) is akin 
to the concept of affection and instrumentality in western literature. Instrumentality is 
similar to the concept of reciprocity in social exchange paradigm, such as Fiske's 
marketing-pricing relationship (1991) and Mills and Clark's exchange relationship (1982). 
Affection is equivalent to intimacy (Triandis, 1978; Marwell & Hage，1970) used in western 
studies for categorizing social relationships. 
For the ascribed component, which refers to "a foundation of interaction formed by all 
kinds of social preset connections at a particular time.. .and there are various obligations 
attached to each of the social connections..." (Yang, 1999，p. 153). From this definition, the 
crucial element of the ascribed component that makes guanxi different from western 
interpersonal relationships should be the set of "obligations" attached to each guanxi. The 
set of obligations provides two persons with a "foundation" to interact with each other. 
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The above argument echoes to the past theories on how guanxi influences Chinese 
interpersonal behaviors. One example is the differential order of Fei (1948), which 
proclaims that Chinese will apply different interaction rules for dealing with different 
guanxi, i.e. different circles in the ripple. Another anthropologist Hu (1949) also claimed 
that each guanxi embeds different kinds of obligations for one to follow, and the obligations 
directly influence Chinese behaviors in daily life. Furthermore, Chinese philosophizer Liang 
(1963/1987) stated that Chinese society is /w/i-oriented (倫理本位)• Lun (倫)means a 
collection of similar guanxi; and under each lun there are different obligations to be 
followed during interactions. 
Overall speaking, the major element making guanxi so unique is the set of obligations 
attached to each guanxi. For investigating how guanxi influences Chinese interpersonal 
behaviors, we have to first take a closer look at the concept of "obligations", conceptualize 
it theoretically and define it operationally. 
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Chapter 3: Guanxi Model on Chinese Interpersonal Behaviors 
This chapter aims to establish a model of explaining Chinese interpersonal behaviors 
by using guanxi. Naturally, the first step should be conceptualizing the term "obligations". 
Conceptualizing Obligations 
Obligations, in Chinese are called "7/ fVu"(義務)，in which ‘Tz，，（義）means 
appropriateness (Lao, 2000) and (務)simply refers to behaviors. Obligations, 
therefore, are sets of appropriate behaviors in guanxi, endowed by social norms and 
originated from different moral requirements, attached to different guanxi. Confucianism is 
where the moral requirements come from. Confucianism its fundamental concern is creating 
a harmonious society by implementing a series of regulations on guiding people how to 
interact with each other. The regulations, also commonly known as traditional rites or social 
norms, are called propriety ("，禮)，or a behavioral form of the moral requirements (Hwang, 
1999). Taken father-son guanxi as an example, in which father's moral requirements include 
benevolence while son's filial piety {Fu-Ci-Zi-Xiao,父慈子孝).These moral requirements 
are at the abstract level (Yi). At the behavioral level (li)，a series of behaviors are selected to 
express the benevolence and the filial piety. For the father, he should raise his son of whom 
the age is young; and the son should repay his father by supporting his elderly days. 
Obligations, thus, are conceptualized as the appropriate behaviors endowed by the 
moral requirements in every guanxi. More importantly, such "appropriateness" is 
independent to any situational or personal factors; and only responsible for the moral 
requirements specified in each guanxi. This independent nature is where the compulsoriness 
of "obligations" comes from, forcing Chinese behaving consistently across situations. The 
following text will focus on how to conceptualize such “moral requirements" by two major 
factors, assumed affection and hierarchical superiority/inferiority, 
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Obligations as Assumed Affection and Hierarchical Superiority/Inferiority 
Assumed affection K. K. Hwang (2000) has argued that Confucian thoughts 
advise social interactions should begin with considering guanxi, by following two principles: 
intimacy/distance {qin qin’ 親親)and superiority/inferiority {zun zun,尊尊).For 
intimacy/distance, which means we should favor people with whom one has a closer 
relationship (e.g. families) rather than distant (acquaintance). In other words, more intimate 
guanxi demand more favors from the two persons in those guanxi. In term of obligations, 
more intimate guanxi, more demanding obligations both sides have to fulfill. 
It is evident that Chinese use the level of intimacy to categorize their guanxi, shown in 
the past research on guanxi classification (e.g., Chuang, 1998; Lau et al., 2005; Yang, 2001; 
Zhang, 2001). We should always alert, however, in Chinese interpersonal relationships there 
exist two types of affection, or intimacy. One is assumed and another is real (Hu, 1949). 
Assumed affection is the "affection should be" in a particular kind of guanxi. For example, 
once A and B get married, people will suppose the new couple should be as intimate as a 
normal couple, where the intimate level “should be" is defined by social norms. People are 
not concern about whether the new couple could reach that level of intimacy in reality. 
Assumed affection is totally unrelated to the real status of the relationship between two 
persons (in this case, A & B)，but determined by their guanxi and social norms. Hu (1949) 
also claimed that the effect of assumed affection in Chinese society is ubiquitous. 
Contrarily, real affection is defined as the affection between two persons in a 
relationship cultivated through interactions, but not by social norms. Real affection is 
expressed voluntarily, without any interference of social norms and their guanxi. For 
I 
example, two classmates they may be as intimate as families. On the other hand, a couple 
may be very cold to each other at home even that they are assumed very intimate by social 
norms. Conceptually, therefore, assumed and real affections are two independent constructs. 
Obligations should be responding to assumed, rather than, real affections. Provided 
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that their legitimacy come from social norms. Practically speaking, social norms, or the 
public, will assign different level of assumed affection to different guanxi and hence 
resulting in different set of behaviors called obligations, attached to the two persons with 
different guanxi. On the other hand, real affection, the true feeling between the two persons 
in a relationship relates to their real interacting experience. Taking a further step, we can 
equal real affection to the affective dimension of the interactive component; and assumed 
affection to the ascribed component in Yang's guanxi conceptualization (Yang, 1999). 
Operationally, past research suggests that two persons high in real affection require to 
fulfill more demanding behaviors (such as providing more favor or sacrificing self-interests) 
in order to further develop their relationship or prevent it from deteriorating (e.g., Clark & 
Mills, 1993; Clark & Qrote，2003). Likewise, I hypothesize two persons high in "assumed" 
affection are "assumed" to perform more demanding behaviors. The only difference here is 
that the demanding behaviors triggered by assumed affection are called obligations, whereas 
those by real affection are the behaviors on voluntary basis. In other words, when Chinese 
are fulfilling obligations they are actually not interacting with a real person, instead the 
abstract guanxi in their relationships. 
Hierarchical Superiority/Inferiority Another principle, advocated by 
Confucianism, guides Chinese how to behave in interpersonal interactions is hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority {zun zun,尊尊)(Hwang, 2000). Hierarchical superiority/inferiority 
refers to respecting the respectable, or complying with superior.丨 This is similar to the 
concept of power distance in cross-cultural research. For the societies high in power 
distance, people accept a high hierarchical differentiation among the members and hence 
I 
more ready to accept inequalities in relationships (Hofstede, 1983). Chinese societies, such 
as Hong Kong, mainland China, Taiwan, have been long regarded as the societies with high 
power distance (e.g., Hofstede, 1980; 1983) and hierarchy-oriented societies (Bond, 1996; 
Bond & Hwang，1986). Hierarchical superiority/inferiority can be easily found in the Wu 
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Lun, the five primitive guanxi in Chinese relationships. Except friend-friend, the other four 
-father-son, brother-brother, husband-wife and supervisor-subordinate - are all hierarchical 
in nature. For those guanxi the latter (i.e., son, brother, wife and subordinate) are inferior 
and have to comply with the former superior. Lau et al. (2005) showed that hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority was one of the major factors by which Hong Kong university students 
categorized the guanxi in family and schools. 
I hypothesize, therefore, those inferior in guanxi such as son and subordinate more 
demanding obligations has to perform to their superiors (i.e. father and supervisor). For 
example, in father-son guanxi, son has to pay almost absolute obedience and to fulfill 
almost whatever being told in interactions. Such obedience may force the inferior-son to 
comply with more demanding obligations to his superior-father. On the contrary, the 
obligations of the superior-father to the inferior-son can be less demanding, since to whom 
the superior-father does not need to pay obedience, and hence can possibly turn down his 
son's requests. 
In conclusion, obligations are appropriate behaviors have to be fulfilled by two persons 
with guanxi during interactions. The demanding level of obligations is decided by social 
norms. Conceptually, the obligation demanding level for a person to fulfill in a relationship 
with particular kind of guanxi can be conceptualized into two components: assumed 
affection and hierarchical superiority/inferiority. Guanxi with higher level of assumed 
affection or the inferior side in guanxi would be required to fulfill more demanding 
obligations. 
Quantifying Obligations into Obligation Demanding Level 
I 
After conceptualizing obligations theoretically, the rest of the problem lies in how to 
quantify it at operational level. To solve this problem, I employed the suggestion of C. F. 
Yang (1999) on obligations' classification. Yang has suggested that more intimate (assumed 
affective) guanxi, like nuclear families and couple, need to fulfill more demanding 
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obligation categories. For example, shown in Table 3.1，parent-children guanxi demands 
both sides the obligations of self-sacrifice. Any behaviors can show both sides are 
sacrificing their interests are classified under this category. For supervisor-subordinate, 
however, the society only demands the obligations of mutual help. 
We can then find different obligation categories are assigned to different types of 
guanxi by their assumed affection level. For example, the guanxi inside family, such as 
parent-children and between siblings, need to fulfill the obligations up to the category of 
self-sacrifice; on the other hand, acquaintance only needs to fulfill the category of 
emergency-help. The reason for such a discrepancy is that Confucian thoughts assume 
families should be more intimate to each other than between acquaintances. Seven types of 
obligation categories were proposed, they are: (a) emergency-help, (b) gift-exchange, (c), 
non-calculating, (d) reciprocation (e) mutual help, (f) voluntary-help and (g) self-sacrifice. 
We can see different obligation categories have different obligation demanding level on 
behaviors, such as self-sacrifice is obviously more demanding than gift-exchange. They 
seem coming from a unidimensional construct that varies in demanding level, following a 
Guttman-scale pattern. Based on the unidimensional nature of different obligation 
categories, we can transform the seven obligation categories into a single continuous scale, 
i.e., the obligation demanding level, in which we can find different categories on different 
levels. If the seven obligation categories their demanding level can be validated as a 
Guttman scale, we can transform the concept of obligations into a quantitative variable 
called “obligation demanding level". 
Formulating hypotheses about obligations 
.1 
The conceptualization of obligations can be summed up by two following hypotheses. 
Hypothesis la: The demanding level of obligations that a person has to fulfill to the 
counterpart in a relationship is influenced by the assumed affection of the relationship. 
Specifically speaking, higher level of the assumed affection will result in higher demanding 
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level of obligations. 
Hypothesis lb: The demanding level of obligations that one has to fulfill to the 
counterpart in a relationship is influenced by the person's hierarchical position in the 
relationship. Specifically speaking, the person will fulfill higher demanding level of 
obligations if in inferior position, and less demanding level if superior. 
For testing the above hypotheses, qualitative obligations will be transformed into a 
quantitative variable, obligation demanding level，by measuring the seven obligation 
categories. 
Two Paths in Chinese Interpersonal Behaviors 
With conceptualizing obligations and defining it operationally, thereinafter I will 
elaborate the model of explaining Chinese interpersonal behaviors. We can find the model's 
graphical illustration in Figure 3.1. 
Guanxi-oriented Path 
The model consists of two paths. The first path consists of obligations, transformed 
into obligation demanding level, and whose origins - assumed affection and hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority. I propose that in interpersonal interactions, Chinese will act 
according to the obligation demanding level specified in their guanxi. The obligation 
demanding level, on the other hand, is influenced by assumed affection and hierarchical 
difference. With guanxi acting as a central role in guiding all outcoming behaviors, this path 
is nothing to do with any personal factors between interactants and therefore is called 
guanxi-oriented path. This echoes to the past theories that Chinese are relation-based 一 only 
focusing on the particular nature of the relations between individuals rather than individuals 
(Ho, 1998; King, 1985). 
Following the above reasoning, I formed the hypothesis as below: 
Hypothesis 2: Higher obligation demanding level of a person to the counterpart in a 
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relationship, more intense interpersonal behaviors the person will perform during 
interpersonal interactions with their counterpart. The example of "more intense 
interpersonal behaviors" is allocating more resources to the counterpart. 
Person-oriented Path 
The role of real affection should not be ignored in Chinese interpersonal mechanism. I 
believe that all people they interact with each other not only for fulfilling social norms, but 
also for satisfying their social needs, such as seeking emotional dependence or social 
company. Undoubtedly, intimate relationships let people achieve their social needs more 
effectively, like having more in-depth sentimental sharing and self-disclosure. Naturally, we 
benefit more from intimate relationships than casual relationships, therefore are more 
willing to pay higher cost for maintaining those intimate relationships. For example, Clark 
and Grote (2003) have stated that more costs involved in meeting each other's needs in 
stronger communal relationships. In due course, I hypothesize that the relationships high in 
real affection requires higher cost for maintenance. The higher cost in turn needs both sides 
in a relationship to fulfill more demanding behaviors to sustain the relationship. This 
hypothesis forms the second path of the model: simply the relationships high in real 
affection will lead to more demanding interpersonal behaviors. Since in this path Chinese 
will consider real affection and other personal factors, such as past interaction experience, 
but not relate to guanxi or other social factors, hence I christen this path as person-oriented 
path. 
Based on the person-oriented path, I formulated the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 3: Higher level of real affection between two persons in a relationship, 
I 
more intense interpersonal behaviors the two persons will perform during interpersonal 
interactions to each other. 
Taken as a whole, when deciding how to behave during an interaction, Chinese will 
take into accounts the two paths (guanxi- vs. person-oriented paths) and three factors. The 
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three factors are: (a) level of assumed affection of their guanxi, (b) hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority of their guanxi, whether and how the person is inferior or superior to 
the interacting counterpart, (c) level of real affection of their relationship, by referring to the 
past interaction experience. Factors (a) and (b) will determine the obligation demanding 
level in guanxi, and in turn affects the outcoming behaviors. Factor (c) will directly 
influence the outcoming behaviors. 
The Role of Instrumentality: A Necessary Foundation for Real Affection 
Instrumentality (or instrumental dimension) - the degree of interaction experience 
accumulated through pragmatic and rational cost-benefit calculations 一 comes from 
instrumental exchanges during interactions (Yang, 1999). The instrumental exchanges are 
whether both sides can act and behave appropriately and fulfill their obligations specified in 
guanxi during interactions (Yang, 1999; p. 146). In other words, instrumentality (or 
instrumental dimension) serves as the overall successful rate, or satisfaction level, about 
past interpersonal interactions. High instrumentality is achieved by that both sides in guanxi 
followed their obligations in the past interactions. One may take instrumentality as a 
balance sheet of the past obligation exchanges. 
Apart from as a balance sheet, instrumentality provides a necessary foundation for the 
real affection between two persons to grow. This idea is enlightened from C. F. Yang's 
description (1999) about the relationship between instrumental and affective two 
dimensions. Yang stated that two persons can upgrade their guanxi onto another higher 
stage (e.g., from acquaintance to good friend), i.e. significant increase in affective 
dimension, by at least fulfilling the obligations specified at their present stage (Yang, 1999， 
p. 161). In other words, high instrumentality is a necessary but not sufficient condition for 
the increase in real affection between two persons. Statistically, it is reasonable to believe 
real affection mediates through the effect of instrumentality on interpersonal behaviors, 
such as resources exchanges. 
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For the relationship between instrumentality and real affection, the following 
hypothesis was formulated: 
Hypothesis 4: The effect of instrumentality on a person's outcoming interpersonal 
behaviors would be indirect and mediated through real affection. 
Concluding Remarks 
Taking all parts together, the model provides Chinese with two paths to choose how to 
behave during interactions. They are person- and guanxi-oriented paths. If a person takes 
the person-oriented path, the level of real affection between interactants will be a main 
factor for deciding the behaviors during interactions. If a person takes the guanxi-oriented 
path, the obligation demanding level will determine the behaviors. The obligation 
demanding level, on the other hand, is decided by the level of assumed affection and 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority of guanxi. 
One remark is added here to discuss the current model and Yang's model (1999, p. 
158). Though the two models are very similar and also the guanxi conceptualization of the 
current model was based on the Yang's one, it does not represent the current proposed 
model is another duplication of Yang's model, however. Their differences are twofold. First, 
Yang's model on interpersonal behaviors, better say interpersonal development is dynamic 
and concerning such as real affection or instrumentality over time. Whereas the current one 
is looking at in a single situation how Chinese take into account the factors like assumed 
affection and instrumentality deciding their behaviors. Second, Yang's model on 
interpersonal development the whole mechanism operates on the three factors: 
instrumentality, real and assumed affections. Whereas the current model splits the cognitive 
j 
calculation into two routes, when Chinese deciding their interpersonal behaviors. In the two 
routes it not only the above three factors, but" also takes obligations into account. All in all, 
the current model only utilized the guanxi conceptualization in Yang's model, but not the 
same as the Yang's model, though they are related. 
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Chapter 4: Overview of the Present Study 
After introducing the proposed models for Chinese interpersonal behaviors in Chapter 
3，this chapter will deliver an overview of the empirical study conducted in order to verify 
the model's validity before going into methodological details in the next chapter. 
Objectives Review 
The empirical study conducted in this paper aimed to achieve two objectives. The first 
was to validate the model proposed aforementioned through an empirical study. Specifically, 
it was expected that assumed affection，real affection and hierarchical superiority/inferiority 
could influence Chinese participants' interpersonal behaviors, according to the above 
hypotheses. The effect of instrumentality on the behaviors was expected to be mediated by 
real affection. The model will also be tested across different types of guanxi, mainly family, 
education and daily-life guanxi. The second objective was to establish a set of valid and 
reliable instruments measuring assumed affection, real affection, and instrumentality. 
Scales 
The empirical study was divided into two parts. The first part is a set of scales 
capturing the respondent's rating on a specific person with particular guanxi on various 
factors, including real and assumed affections, instrumentality and the obligation 
demanding level. The second part is a set of scenarios, in which the respondent had to make 
interpersonal decisions based on the scenario's descriptions. For the scale part, the 
respondent was asked to give ratings according to the past experience with the "person" (Mr. 
X in this example) being referred to in the scenario, or to give ratings to the guanxi 
(classmate in this example) in various constructs such as real affection and instrumentality. 
Tasks 
Of the second part of the study consists of a series of scenarios in which the respondent 
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made decisions on two kinds of tasks: (a) a resource allocation task, and (b) a resource 
request task, with reference to a specific person with a particular guanxi. In the resource 
allocation task, e.g., a classmate, Mr. X, asks the respondent for a loan. The respondent has 
to decide how much to loan to Mr. X. In the resource request task, e.g., the respondent 
needs to seek Mr. X for help. The respondent has to decide how much money he wants to 
borrow from Mr. X. 
There are three reasons why resource allocation and request are used in the present 
study to measure interpersonal behaviors. First, there were huge amount of studies on 
resource allocation and request in the past western literature (e.g., Austin, 1980; Tomblom, 
Jonsson & Foa，1985; Shapiro, 1975; Schwinger，1980). Present finding on the Chinese 
respondents can be contrasted with the past finding on western respondents. Second, 
research on resource allocation related to guanxi in Chinese communities is emerging (e.g., 
Zhang & Yang, 1998; Zhang, 2001). The current study can provide convergent evidence in 
support of guanxi effect on Chinese interpersonal behaviors. Third, resources, such as 
money and time, are easy to be quantified. It allows a more precise and sensitive 
comparison among different interpersonal behaviors. 
Resources: Money and Time 
Another variation was resource type. Foa stated that resources can be divided into six 
universal categories: love, status, information, money, good, and service (Foa, 1971, Foa & 
Foa, 1980). They differ in two dimensions: concreteness and particularism. Concreteness 
refers to how concrete a resource is. Goods and services are concrete resources whereas 
information and status are symbolic. Particularism refers to whether a resource is only 
I 
applicable to a particular target. Love is particular resource because it applies to specific 
persons. Money, however, is universal that it applies to different contexts. 
The present study examined resources high in concreteness but low in particularism. 
High concreteness allows resources to be quantified. Low particularism allows resources to 
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be equally applicable to different people and different guanxi. Two resources were selected: 
money and time. Both resources are concrete and universal. More importantly, money is 
tangible whereas time is intangible. It allows the finding to generalize across both tangible 
and intangible resource types. 
Help Directions: Resource Allocation vs. Request 
I examined both resource allocation and request because I believe that these two types 
of tasks are affected by different factors. On the one hand, when delivering help to others, 
Chinese are more likely to consider whether such help is in line with social norms. On the 
other hand, when Chinese are asking help from others, they are more likely to consider 
whether the two persons have a close enough relationship. For example, R Li (1997) 
showed that Chinese help-givers and receivers perceived different helping intentions. 
Help-givers attributed their own helping behaviors more to a normative nature, i.e., offering 
help is demanded by rules of the relationship and the situation. Help-receivers, however, 
attributed the help from others due to more altruistic reasons, i.e., offering help is intended 
to care for the recipient or to provide needs. Thus, I divided the tasks into resource 
allocation and request in order to capture their difference in Chinese interpersonal 
behaviors. 
Mutual Perspectives 
It is further hypothesized that the effect of the obligation demanding level on the 
resource allocation or request decisions would be different in which perspective a person 
takes and in which kind of situations is. Consider a situation, in which a help-giver is 
deciding how much resource to allocate to a help-receiver. The help-giver will consider how 
demanding of the obligations having to fulfill to the help-receiver. That is to say, in such 
situations of offering help a person will consider how demanding of obligations he or she 
has to perform from the own perspective (participant's perspective). Consider the alternative 
situation that a help-receiver is deciding how much resource to request from a help-giver. 
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The help-receiver now will estimate how demanding of the obligations the help-giver has to 
reach in a relationship, since the help-receiver is predicting whether the help-giver would 
offer support before making request. This is to say, when a person is making a help request 
from someone else, he or she has to predict the behaviors of the counterpart he or she asked, 
by estimating how demanding of the obligations the counterpart think he or she has to fulfill 
(counterpart's perspective). 
In order to capture the differences in mutual perspectives, for the scale measuring the 
obligation demanding level, I asked the respondents to give their rating from both their own 
perspective and their counterpart's perspective. Detail of the scale will be introduced in the 
method chapter. Due to the difference in mutual perspectives a person takes while deciding 
their outcoming behaviors, and the use of money and time as the resources in scenarios, the 
hypothesis 2 concerning the effect of obligation demanding level on outcoming 
interpersonal behaviors in the guanxi-oriented path were revised as below: 
Since when a person is considering whether and how much he or she would ask the 
counterpart for help in a relationship during interactions, he or she will consider from their 
counterpart's perspective how demanding of the obligations the counterpart has to fulfill. 
Therefore, it is hypothesized that: 
Hypothesis 2a: Higher obligation demanding level from the counterpart's perspective 
estimated by a person, more amounts of money and time that the person will ask the 
counterpart for help in resource request scenarios. 
Whereas when a person is considering whether and how much he or she would help 
the counterpart in a relationship during interactions, he or she will consider from the own 
I 
perspective (participant's perspective) how demanding of the obligations he or she has to 
fulfill. Therefore, it is hypothesized that: 
Hypothesis 2b: Higher obligation demanding level from the participant's perspective 
estimated by a person, more amounts of money and time that the person asked for help will 
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offer to the counterpart in resource allocation scenarios. 
A remark is added here for the hypothesis la and lb, concerning with the relationships 
between assumed affection, hierarchical superiority/inferiority and obligation demanding 
levels. Since now the obligation demanding level was measuring in the participant's and the 
counterpart's perspectives, so the hypothesis was now revised as below: 
Hypothesis la: The demanding levels of obligations that a person has to fulfill to the 
counterpart in a relationship (participant's perspective) and the person estimate the 
counterpart has to fulfill (counterpart's perspective), is influenced by the assumed affection 
of the relationship. Specifically speaking, higher level of the assumed affection will result in 
higher demanding level of obligations from both the participant's and the counterpart's 
perspectives. 
Hypothesis lb: The demanding levels of obligations that a person has to fulfill to the 
counterpart in a relationship (participant's perspective) and the person estimate the 
counterpart has to fulfill (counterpart's perspective), is influenced by the person's 
hierarchical position in the relationship. Specifically speaking, the person will fulfill higher 
demanding level of obligations if in inferior position, and less demanding level if superior. 
On the other hand, if the counterpart is in inferior position, the person will estimate the 
counterpart will fulfill higher demanding level of obligations to him or her, and less 
demanding if superior. 
Summary 
In summary, the present study aimed to validate the proposed model by using scenario 
simulation and a self-report questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of scales measuring 
different psychological constructs related to guanxi, which include real affection, assumed 
affection, instrumentality, hierarchical superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding 
level. The obligation demanding level was assessed from both the participant's and the 
counterpart's perspectives. Four scenarios were constructed to capture Chinese interpersonal 
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behaviors. These four scenarios were devised from two factors: help direction (resource 
allocation vs. request) and resource types (money and time). 
J .. 
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Chapter 5: Methods 
In this chapter, we will discuss: (a) the design of the questionnaire used in the current 
study to measure different psychological constructs, and (b) the procedure of the current 
study and other methodological concerns. 
Design of Questionnaire 
The questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first part measured different constructs 
in the model, namely, real affection, assumed affection, instrumentality, hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding level. The second part was four 
scenarios to assess the resource exchange behaviors of the respondent. The third part 
collected the respondent's demographical characteristics. 
First Part of Questionnaire: Tri-psychological Constructs, Hierarchical 
Superiority/Inferiority, & Obligation Demanding Level 
Assumed and real affections Since the past empirical studies were unable to 
differentiate between assumed and real affections, which have already become a major 
problem in guanxi's research (Lau et al.’ 2005; Yang, 1999; Zhang, 2001). So the current 
study was first to tackle this problem operationally. It is important because without 
differentiating the two affections, we are unable to investigate how each kind of affection 
influences which interpersonal behaviors. To this end, items of the two affections were 
created in the way same in contents but different in wordings. Below is an example: 
Real affection: You are willing to disclose your own secret to him/her 
Assumed affection: In eyes of most of the members in the society, you are supposed to be 
‘ willing to disclose your own secret to him/her. 
As shown above, the item on real affection was measuring about the respondent's true 
feelings towards the counterpart, whereas the item on assumed affection was measuring 
about the respondent's understanding to social norms. I expected such manipulation could 
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well differentiate assumed from real affections. 
The two affections' items both addressed four aspects of interpersonal relationships 
and together six questions for each kind of affections. The four aspects were: (a) willingness 
to make self disclosure (e.g. You are willing to disclose your own secrets to him/her), (b) 
willingness to share commonwealth (e.g. You are willing to share with him/her both good 
and bad encountering), (c) understanding the other side's personality, interests and living 
habits (e.g. She/He knows very well your personality, interests and living habits), and (d) 
intimacy level (e.g. The two of you are very intimate). High score in the items meant high in 
assumed or real affections. 
Instrumentality Instrumentality refers to the extent to which people fulfilled the 
obligations required by their guanxi in the past (Yang, 1999). According to this definition, 
five questions were set to measure one's instrumental level to the other side in guanxi in 
four aspects. They were: (a) whether past interactions fulfilled one's expectation (e.g. 
According to the past interactions, his/her behaviors met your expectations), (b) whether the 
obligations required by guanxi were fulfilled (e.g. According to the past interactions, s/he 
fulfilled the requirements of your guanxi), (c) the satisfaction level of the past interactions 
(e.g. You are very satisfied with the past interactions with him/her), and (d) the willingness 
of having future interaction (According to the past interactions, you think continuing to 
interact with him/her is beneficial to you). High score indicated high instrumentality. 
The items of the scales of real affection, assumed affection and instrumentality are 
listed in Appendix 5.1. 
Hierarchical superiority/inferiority Hierarchical superiority/inferiority means 
I _ 
whether a person feels they are superior or inferior to the counterpart in guanxi. A 9-point 
scale, ranged from -4 to +4 with 0 in the middle, was created with purpose of measuring this 
construct. For example, if the respondent thinks they are superior to the counterpart, a 
positive score is given (higher score refers to much superior) a negative score to inferior, 
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and 0 for equal status. Sample item is in Appendix 5.2. 
Obligations demanding level The obligation demanding level was defined as how 
demanding of the behaviors specified in guanxi that a person needs to fulfill to the 
counterpart. For example, some guanxi in which a person needs to perform the behaviors 
showing self-sacrifice, and in some other guanxi he or she only needs to perform the 
behaviors showing gift-exchange. The measure for this construct was designated with 
reference to the Yang's idea on the model of seven obligation categories (Yang, 1999). The 
seven obligation categories were: (a) emergency-help, (b) gift-presenting, (c) 
non-calculating, (d) reciprocation, (e) mutual-help, (f) voluntary-care, and (g) self-sacrifice. 
Since in the previous chapters I hypothesized that, there should be a difference in 
mutual perspectives when a person is allocating or requesting resources to and from the 
counterpart. In order to capture this difference，the items measuring the obligation 
demanding level from the participant's and the counterpart's perspectives were created same 
in content but different in instructions. The measure listed out all the seven obligation 
categories. For measuring the rating from the participant's perspective, I asked a person to 
consider from their own perspective, and tick the obligation categories they thought they 
had to fulfill to their counterpart. For measuring the rating from the counterpart's 
perspective, I asked the person to consider from the counterpart's perspective, which 
obligation categories had to be fulfilled by the counterpart. Sample items are in Appendix 
5.3. 
Scale types Except the scales of hierarchical superiority/inferiority and the 
obligation demanding level, the others were scored on 7-point Likert's scale, ranged from 1， 
‘‘totally disagree", to 7，"totally agree" about the item description. For hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority, as aforementioned, were scored on a vector scale ranged from -4， 
“one has to pay total respect to the counterpart", through 0，"equal status", to +4，“the 
counterpart has to pay total respect". For the obligation demanding level, the seven 
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obligation categories were listed out and let one choose those categories that people and 
their counterpart need to fulfill. This scale was expected to be Guttman-scale patterned. In 
particular, if the respondent ticked self-sacrifice, the other six obligations were supposed to 
be chosen as well, given that self-sacrifice is the harshest obligation category. The empirical 
validation of the above conjecture will leave to the result chapter. 
Second Part of Questionnaire: Scenarios 
Scenarios Four scenarios were created in order to capture the respondent's 
interpersonal behaviors on resource exchange. They were different in terms of resource type 
(money vs. time) and help seeking direction (resource allocation vs. request), resulted in 
four conditions, namely money-allocation, money-request, time-allocation and time-request. 
For money-scenarios, they described a situation that a person in financial crisis needs a 
loan through the crisis. The respondent in money-request scenario was the one having 
financial crisis and needs to decide how much loan they would ask to the counterpart for 
help. When in money-allocation scenario, the respondent needs to decide how much loan 
they would give when being asked by the counterpart who is undergoing such a crisis. The 
person undergoing the crisis in money-allocation scenario and the person providing the 
respondent help going through the crisis in money-request scenario is the target person that 
with whom the respondent has guanxi. The loan ranged from $0 to $10,000. For time 
scenarios, they described a situation that a person in great difficulty of collecting 100 
completed questionnaire within a short period of time. The respondent in the time-request 
scenario needed to decide how many questionnaires they would solicit the counterpart for 
help. When in time-allocation scenario, the respondent had to decide how many 
I . 
questionnaires they would promise to help when being asked by the person. Again, the 
person, who asks the respondent for help, in time-allocation scenario, and the person, to 
whom the respondent asks for help, is the target person. The money-request scenario is 
shown as below as an example, while the others can be found in Appendix 5.4. 
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You are now in financial crisis, and need some money desperately to get through. Specifically, you are 
required to raise a loan (HKD $10,000) today for clearing your account's debt due to the loss in share. 
Overdue the broker company will charge you with fine according to the 10% of your debt (i.e. max. 
$10,000). However, clearing the debt after today the amount of fine will be unchanged. Now, please 
write down the name of person with that guanxi) pop up in your mind. S/he is the only person you can 
access today, and you also know s/he is fully capable to lend you a loan of $10,000 in order to help you 
solve the problem. You also guarantee to return the debt to him/her as soon as possible. Now, would you 
ask him/her for lending you a loan? Of course, s/he has the right to reject your request. You may not 
seek for his/her any help (Please write $0 in the following blank), or ask for a full loan (write $10,000)， 
or any number you want (write your decided amount). Please deicide: 
The amount of loan you would like to ask the above person with that guanxi is: 
HKD$ out of $10.000 
All scenarios were designated according to four prerequisites. First, the protagonist, 
either the respondent or the counterpart in the scenarios, who had to seek help in order to 
solve the problem; there were negative consequences otherwise. Second, by seeking help 
the protagonist could relieve the negative consequences, and even eliminated them when 
receiving a full scale of help. Third, the help had to be delivered within a period of time. 
During that period of time the protagonist could only access a single person for help. Fourth, 
those being requested for help in scenarios was assumed able to provide a full scale of help. 
The interpersonal behavior measured in every scenario was the amount of help, in term 
of the amount of loan or the number of questionnaires. 
Situational Appropriateness Following each of the four scenarios was a set of items 
measuring "situational appropriateness", which referred to the extent of the respondent's 
response that came from scenario's setting, but not from the influence of guanxi and other 
personal factors. The scenario's setting included the four prerequisites described above, 
such as in scenarios the protagonist could only ask their counterpart for help at the moment 
in scenarios, but was not allowed to seek for help from others at another time. Perhaps with 
the time imminence and the choice of person to ask for help, framed by the scenario, the 
respondent thus would allocate or request more resources to and from their counterpart. 
Therefore, the scenario's setting is also imposing a kind of obligation for the respondent to 
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request or allocate the resources to and from the counterpart in scenarios. 
This kind of obligations, however, is different from the one I had discussed in the 
previous chapters. The obligations (or obligation demanding level) originated from guanxi 
and were influenced by assumed affection and hierarchical superiority/inferiority. In short, 
situational appropriateness is talking the obligations related to scenario's setting, and 
obligation demanding level was originated from relationships. The items of this factor 
mainly asked the respondent under such the situation provided in scenarios, whether 
allocating or requesting resources was an appropriate act (e.g. in the above situation, you 
think seeking help from the person listed above (the counterpart) was suitable). Details of 
the items will be discussed in the session of pilot study later. 
Stimuli Selection 
Thirty-five guanxi were selected as the stimuli in the current study. Amongst them, 32 
guanxi were extracted from the pool in Lau et al.'s study (2005), by several criteria (for 
details, see Appendix 5.5). Three other guanxi in work domain, namely, part-time colleague, 
part-time supervisor and ex-colleague, were added. The reason of including them was to 
broaden the scope of the current study by including some guanxi that the targeted 
population — university students - may meet during their part-time jobs or internships. The 
list of the 35 guanxi and their descriptions can be found in Table 5.5.1. 
Pilot Study 
I carried out a pilot test for this study and achieved four objectives. First, after the pilot 
test, I revised the questionnaire in terms of length, wordings and design. Second, I 
redesigned a more comprehensive set of items for situational appropriateness under each 
scenario to better capture the respondent's response due to scenario's settings. Third, the 
pilot test results obtained a satisfactory level of reliability for the newly designed scales. 
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Fourth, with the procedure proposed by Thurstone (Thurstone, 1927，1959; Coombs et al.， 
1970), I arranged the seven obligation categories on a Thurstone-scale, with assumption of 
which follows Guttman-scale pattern and the result is in Figure 5.1. The details of the pilot 
test, including procedures and data analyses used, are in Appendix 5.6. 
Another major amendment of the pilot test was increasing the loan amount in money's 
scenarios from $10,000 to $100,000, since the pilot's participants claimed that $10,000 was 
too few for them and hence might cause a ceiling effect. 
For the items for situational appropriateness capturing the respondent' response due to 
the scenario's setting were increased to six items, they were: "In the above scenario, you 
think making such request (by yourself or the other side) was (a) acceptable, (b) reasonable, 
(c) not socially acceptable, (d) moral, (e) appropriate and (f) losing face. The items were 
scored on 7-point Likert's scale, ranged from 1，"totally disagree", to 7，"totally agree" the 
above attributes. Sample items are in Appendix 5.7. 
Procedure 
After the pilot study and revising the questionnaire, an online version of questionnaire 
Was established and put on the Internet letting people to complete. For the design of online 
questionnaire and online research validity, I had discussed in detail in Appendix 5.8. Sample 
online questionnaire on the web is in Appendix 5.9. 
The data collection period started with a delivery of mass mailing message to all 
CUHK's students, at the same time a message was posted on the newsgroups of five tertiary 
education institutions in Hong Kong.� In addition to the above official delivery channel, I 
also utilized other unofficial channels such as ICQ to maximize the amount of reachable 
respondents. No matter how different of the recruitment channels, the content of the 
recruitment message was the same. Interested party could access to the online 
questionnaires and how could they join the lucky draw. 
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Any interested parties who accessed to the online questionnaire came to a starting page 
with the logos of CUHK and the department of psychology and a title of "Chinese 
Interpersonal Relationships Questionnaire". By login the system, they had to sign up an 
electronic consent, in which their rights and tasks were explicitly stated. Without signing the 
consent, the questionnaire was not activated. Then, after reading the instruction page, they 
might proceed to the page of guanxi selection, in which they were asked to select the guanxi 
by the criterion of having interactions in the past. After submitting the choice, the system 
randomly assigned the target guanxi among the chosen to them. When respondents 
proceeded to the next page, they were asked to enter the name of the person with the guanxi 
assigned (i.e. targeted person) and other information about the person such as guanxi 
duration, interaction frequency, etc. If the targeted guanxi assigned was more than one 
possible guanxi inside, such as uncle/aunt, respondents only needed to pick one of them (i.e. 
uncle or aunt) throughout the questionnaire. Respondents were reminded throughout the 
questionnaire that they should answer the items based on the targeted person and the 
targeted guanxi. 
After that, respondents started to complete the questionnaire. Some of them played the 
scenarios first and answered the scale's items afterwards, or in a reserve direction. After 
finishing both parts, respondents provided their demographics and personal information for 
a lucky draw. Afterwards, they were informed they had successfully finished the 
questionnaire and were eligible to join the lucky draw. At the same time, they were 
debriefed. The questionnaire was expected to be finished within 30 minutes. 
Data Validation 
Before reporting the number and the composition of participants, I first address the 
criteria and procedure of the data validation process. As discussed before, online research is 
as valid as traditional only with a sophisticated web design and an effective data screening 
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procedure (e.g. Gosling et al, 2004; Krantz & Dalal，2000; Reips, 2000). For data screening, 
I used four selecting criteria in the current study for weeding out invalid responses, based on 
the experience of Johnson (2001). They were: (a) identifying repeated submissions; (b) 
identifying non-responsive answering (the participants with many repeated responses in 
scale's items); (c) checking the contradiction between factual information, such as between 
guanxi duration and age (e.g. in father guanxi's response, the guanxi duration with a father 
could not exceed the participant's age); and (d) checking any contradiction between 
education and work status (such as the response made by a full-time student was impossible 
having a full-time work). 
The data screening process are detailed in Appendix 5.10. In short, the rationale of all 
criteria is weeding out the people with non-responsive answering style and contradicting 
information in their response. 
participants 
The data collection period started on October 2004 and ended on December 
2004. Within the period, 1385 persons signed up consent form. 234 persons refused giving 
consent. 702 persons successfully completed the online questionnaire. In other words, 683 
persons dropped out during the course. The 702 persons, who successfully finished the 
questionnaire, after filtering by the four criteria described above, 447 remained, aged from 
17 to 34 (Mean = 20.32, SD = 1.866). The 447 participants were all university students, 
mainly full-time tertiary students (N = 406), 144 males and 303 females. Among them, 167 
had part-time jobs while 280 had not. For demographic overview, see Table 5.1. 
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Chapter 6: Results 
The Chapter aims to deliver a full package of data analysis for validating the proposed 
model, with results and interpretations. The data analysis started with the validation of 
various scales newly established, followed by path analysis to validate the proposed model. 
Scale Validation 
The Tri-psychological Constructs: Assumed affection, real affection, instrumentality 
With a large sample size, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was performed to test: (a) 
the internal consistency of the scales of assumed affection, real affection and instrumentality; 
(b) whether the items of the above constructs can be differentiated from each other. The 28 
items of these scales (from the participant's and the counterpart's perspective), was inputted 
into SPSS for performing EFA with Varimax rotation for the solution. The result showed a 
3-factor solution. Most of the items loaded on the three factors distinctively, except a few of 
them. The exceptions were item 5 and 24 of real affection, where item 5 was loaded on both 
the factors of real affection and instrumentality and item 19 was loaded on the factor of 
instrumentality. I discarded the two items to achieve a simple factor structure and avoid the 
contamination of the factors' content. After deleting them, EFA was performed again and 
both scales achieved a distinctive and simple 3-factor solution (see Table 6.1). 
I discovered that real and assumed affections could be differentiated well in two 
distinct factors, according to the EFA's results. This was a significant empirical evidence of 
supporting a real line could be drawn between the two factors, both conceptually and 
empirically. 
Finally, the 28 items was responding well to the three original factors by reducing the 
number of items to 26. Their reliabilities were satisfactory with equal or above .7 (real 
affection: a = .95; assumed affection: a = .96，instrumentality: a = .90). Table 6.2 displays 
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the final version of the scales. The scales were further successfully proved for their 
construct validity. For detail, see Appendix 6.1. 
Items for Situational Appropriateness 
Remind that under after responding each scenario the participant had to rate on a 
number of items, which tried to capture to what extent the scenario's response was based on 
scenario settings instead of the factor we concerned, such as real affection and the 
obligation demanding level. Examples of the scenario's settings are the time imminence and 
the choice of the person constrained in scenarios. After pilot study, the items were revised 
and extended to six items, compared with the original three items before. They were, "In the 
above scenario, you think making such request (by yourself or the other side) was (a) 
acceptable, (b) reasonable, (c) not socially acceptable, (d) moral, (e) appropriate and (f) 
losing face. 
Six EFA were performed by putting every six items under a single scenario per time for 
factor analysis. All the six EFAs showed one single factor solution with most of the item 
factor loadings above .5，shown in Table 6.3. Their reliabilities were equal to or higher 
than .9 (also in Table 6.3). Given clear factor structure and high reliability, the six items 
under a single scenario were aggregated as a factor score reflecting the response variance 
due to the scenario's settings. 
The Obligation Demanding Level 
Items 30 and 31 were to assess the obligation demanding level from the participant's 
and the counterpart's perspectives, by asking the participants to tick the obligation 
categories that they thought they or their counterpart (i.e. the target person) should fulfill, 
according to their understanding of social opinions. Item 30 measured from the 
counterpart's perspective, or asking the participants to estimate which types of obligations 
their counterpart should fulfill to them. Item 31 measured from the participant's perspective, 
capturing the participant's thought about which types of obligations that they should fulfill 
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to their counterpart during interactions. Recall that the seven obligation categories are 
“emergency-help，，，"gift-exchange", "non-calculating", "reciprocation", "mutual-help", 
"voluntary-care" and "self-sacrifice". Using the seven obligation categories to quantify the 
obligation demanding level was because I supposed the seven categories were 
unidimensional and hence able to represent obligations at different demanding levels. 
The validation process is in Appendix 6.2 in detail. The results showed that we could 
only take four obligation categories, instead of the original seven, as of obligations and form 
a Guttman's scale. The four obligation categories were then calculated their demanding 
level on the scale by using Thurstone scaling procedure. Result was as below: 
"emergency-help" was 0.661，"non-calculation" 0.671，"voluntary-care" 0.983" and 
"self-sacrifice" 2.294. The obligation demanding level of every participant from the 
participant's and the counterpart's perspectives were then derived from taking the maximum 
obligation category score of their response. For instance, if one ticked self-sacrifice, then 
the obligation demanding level was 2.294，regardless of the others was ticked or not. 
Preliminary Analysis and Correlation 
With valid and reliable scales, I performed various kinds of data analysis. Starting with 
descriptive statistics. Table 6.4 shows the mean, standard deviation of predictors and 
scenario's responses. The predictors included real affection, assumed affection, 
instrumentality, hierarchical superiority/inferiority, the obligation demanding level from the 
participant's and the counterpart's perspective and the factor score for situational 
appropriateness under each scenario. Table 6.5 displays the above information categorized 
by 35 guanxi, and Table 6.6 by the four life domains. Generally, the guanxi that scored high 
in both predictors and scenarios' response included father, mother and sibling in family 
domain; primary and secondary alumni, university schoolmate, secondary school committee 
member, and university group project member in education domain; good friend and 
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boyfriend/girlfriend in daily domain. It matches with the common sense that more affective, 
instrumental, important and obligatory guanxi are mainly from nuclear family, the circle of 
close friends, and couples. 
For the overall matrix of the correlations among the participants' demographics, the 
predictors and the scenarios' response, see Table 6.7，while the corresponding matrices for 
the three life domains (excluding working domain due to small sample size) in Table 6.8， 
6.9 and 6.10. Based on the results of correlation analysis (for details, see Appendix 6.3)，I 
decided to put guanxi duration and interaction frequency into path analysis for model 




By using path analysis in EQS, I examined the relationships among the variables in the 
proposed model. Figure 6.1 displays the hypothesized model. Several changes were made in 
this model, comparing with the proposed theoretical one. First, four scenario's responses 
Were put into analysis simultaneously so as to give a more comprehensive picture with 
considering co variance among the scenario's responses. Second, three types of paths were 
added, according to the correlation results, they were: (a) guanxi duration and interaction 
frequency they were to predict real affection, the two obligation demanding levels and the 
four scenario's responses; and they formed co variance with instrumentality and assumed 
affection; (b) the four factor scores for situational appropriateness after each scenario were 
to predict their respective scenario's response due to the scenario settings; (c) 
instrumentality was to predict real affection. 
The central ideas of the current hypothesized model, with the above additional paths, 
Were not different from the theoretical one proposed before. First, the obligation demanding 
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levels from both the participant's and the counterpart's perspectives were predicted by 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority and assumed affection. The obligation demanding level 
from the participant's perspective then predicted the two allocation scenarios' response; 
while the obligation demanding level from the counterpart's perspective predicted the two 
request scenarios' response. On the other hand, real affection was to predict all four 
scenario's responses. 
Model Estimation 
The hypothesized model was tested and the original results were not supported in 
terms ofChi-square test statistic and comparative fit (CFI) index, x^(85, N=447) = 1771.75， 
P < .001，CFI = .400. The model was, thus, modified, according to the suggestions by 
Lagrange multiplier test and theoretical relevance, in an attempt to develop a better fitting. 
The paths recommended by EQS included covariance between error variances and between 
indicators. A path comes to our attention is the one of assumed affection predicting real 
affection, which suggests the level of real affection is affected by the level of assumed 
affection. Or in other words, social opinions, the source of assumed affection，provide a 
major reference to people estimating the level of real affection with their counterpart. The 
model with newly added paths fit the data well, x\74, N=447) = 295.80，p < .001，CFI 
=.921，IFI = .922, NFI = .899 and RMSEA= .08. 
In order to achieve a more parsimonious model, insignificant paths were removed. The 
paths removed were those did not affect the model's goodness of fit drastically. They 
included the paths of interaction frequency to the four scenario's responses, guanxi duration 
to the two time-scenario's responses and to instrumentality. The final model is shown in 
Figure 6.2，which fit the data well, x^(78, N=447) = 313.19, p < .001，CFI = .916，IFI = .918， 
邮 I = .893 and RMSEA = .08. Comparing with the previous model with more paths, the 
current one its goodness of fit indices only decreased slightly. 
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Model 's interpretation 
Verifying Hypotheses Recall that in the previous chapters I had formulated four 
hypotheses for validating the model. Here below I will first report the results of hypotheses' 
verification, based on the results derived from the path analysis. Afterwards, I will mainly 
address to those hypotheses rejected, perform more follow-up analysis in order to explain 
the unexpected results. 
The first hypothesis was divided into two predictions. The hypothesis la addressed the 
issue between assumed affection and the obligation demanding level, predicting that higher 
level of assumed affection between two persons with a particular guanxi would result both 
the participant and the counterpart had to fulfill more demanding obligations. This 
hypothesis was supported. From the path analysis we can see that the path from assumed 
affection to the obligation demanding level from the participant's perspective was 
significant and high in effect size (std. coefficient = .456，t = 10.841). Similar picture 
occurred in the path assumed affection predicting the obligation demanding level from the 
counterpart's perspective (std. coefficient = .473，t = 10.222). 
For the hypothesis lb addressed the issue between hierarchical superiority-inferiority 
and the obligation demanding level, however, had to be rejected. Specifically speaking, the 
person will fulfill higher demanding level of obligations if in inferior position, and less 
demanding level if superior. On the other hand, if the counterpart is in inferior position, the 
person will estimate the counterpart will fulfill higher demanding level of obligations to him 
or her, and less demanding if superior. Despite the fact that, both paths hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority to the obligation demanding levels from the participant's and the 
counterpart's perspectives, were significant; however their directions were contradictory to 
each other. For the path hierarchical superiority/inferiority to the obligation demanding 
levels from the participant's the standard coefficient was -.188 (t = -4.847) and the 
counterpart's perspectives was -.189 (t = -5.087). The double negative results were saying 
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that once the participant's counterpart was superior in their relationship, the participant and 
the counterpart both had to fulfill more demanding obligations. This conclusion was 
violating the hypothesis that inferior parties in a relationship had to fulfill more demanding 
obligations, their superior counterparts could fulfill less demanding obligations. 
Following the guanxi-oriented path is the second hypothesis, which was also divided 
into two parts, concerning with the relationships between the two obligation demanding 
levels and the outcoming interpersonal behaviors in scenarios. Hypothesis 2a predicted that 
higher obligation demanding level from the counterpart's perspective estimated by a person, 
more amounts of money and time that the person would ask the counterpart for help in 
resource request scenarios. This hypothesis was rejected, since from the path analysis 
results we could not find significant relationships between the obligation demanding level 
from the counterpart's perspective and the amount requested by the participants in money 
and time request scenarios (std. coefficient in money scenario: .77; t = 1.764; in time 
scenario: -.002，t = -.051). Follow-up analyses were conducted addressing this issue 
afterward. 
As for hypothesis 2b, predicting that higher obligation demanding level from the 
participant's perspective estimated by a person, more amounts of money and time that the 
person asked for help would offer to the counterpart in resource allocation scenarios. This 
hypothesis was supported by the path analysis results. The results showed that both paths 
from the obligation demanding level from the participant's perspective to the amount 
allocated by the participants in money and time allocation scenarios were significant (std. 
coefficient in money: .129，t = 3.071; in time: .151，t = 3.596). 
Hypotheses 3 and 4 were relating to person-oriented path. Hypothesis 3 predicted that 
higher level of real affection between two persons in a relationship, harsher interpersonal 
behaviors the two persons would perform during interpersonal interactions to each other. 
This hypothesis was strongly supported, by the significant positive beta value in all four 
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paths real affection predicting the amount of resources requested and allocated by the 
participants in all four scenarios (std. coefficient of money-request: .264, t = 5.592; 
time-request: .250, t = 7.523; money-allocation: .329，t = 7.523; money-request: .230, t = 
4.835). These results told us that during interpersonal interaction, Chinese still consider the 
level of intimacy with their counterpart in relationships. 
As for hypothesis 4，predicting the effect of instrumentality on a person's outcoming 
interpersonal behaviors would be indirect and mediated through real affection. Recall that 
this hypothesis came from the argument made by Yang (1999) that instrumentality is the 
foundation for high level of real affection. Real affection, therefore, was able to absorb most 
of the effect made by instrumentality on the outcoming interpersonal behaviors. This 
hypothesis was supported. In particular, the indirect effect of instrumentality on 
money-request response, quoted by the standardized coefficient, was .079 (t = 4.970)， 
whereas on money-allocation .075 (t = 4 .629)，on time-request .099 (t = 6.181)，and 
time-allocation .069 (t = 4.416). Though the effects were weak when comparing with the 
effect of real affection on the scenario's response, but all of them are significant. 
In conclusion, for person-oriented path proposed in the model were successfully 
Validated since hypothesis 3 and 4 were strongly supported. As for guanxi-oriented path, 
which can only be said partially supported, since hypothesis lb, about hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority predicting the obligation demanding levels, and hypothesis 2a，about 
ttie obligation demanding level from the counterpart's perspective predicting amount of 
resources requested by the participant's in request scenarios, were not supported. The 
following text will report the results of follow-up analyses, focusing on these two rejecting 
hypotheses, in attempt to explain why they were rejected. 
Double negative in the influence of hierarchical superiority/inferiority Hypothesis 
Ib，about hierarchical superiority/inferiority predicting the obligation demanding levels 
Were rejected, because of the double negative in coefficient between hierarchical 
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superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding levels from the participant's and 
counterpart's perspectives. This double negative result was illogical because it violates a 
natural phenomenon that, if inferior parties in relationships have to fulfill more demanding 
obligations to their superior counterparts, the superiors then can fulfill less demanding 
obligations in return. For example, a son should perform obligations more demanding to his 
father because his father is more superior in term of hierarchy. Following this logic, when 
the father was in superior position and interacting with his son, he should deserve less 
demanding obligations from his son. But the paradox of the results described above was that 
the father also should fulfill more demanding obligations to his son. 
The puzzling results induced me to look at the correlation between hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding level by separating the sample into two 
groups: one included the participants who responded to superior guanxi (hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority > 0) and the participants in another group responded to inferior/equal 
guanxi (hierarchical superiority/inferiority < 0). The negative correlation between 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding level existed only in the 
superior group (the obligation demanding level from the participant's perspective: r = -.40， 
P^.Ol; the counterpart's: r = -.29，p<.01，）but not in the inferior/equal group (the 
participant's: r = .08，p>.05; the counterpart's: r = .08，p�.05,). Furthermore, hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority was negatively correlated with assumed affection in the superior 
group (r = -.30，pc.Ol) but not in the inferior/equal group (r = -.04，p�.05，). 
The results deduced a hypothesis that the above double negative result of hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority on the obligation demanding levels in the path analysis was only 
phenomenally coincidental because of superior guanxi contributing a very large part of the 
negative relationship with the obligation demanding level. It was reasonable to hypothesize 
that the effect of hierarchical superiority/inferiority was actually from assumed affection, 
given that high negative correlation was found between the two variables. Therefore, 
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separate path analyses for the superior and inferior-equal groups, with only focusing on the 
obligation demanding level and assumed affection and hierarchical superiority/inferiority 
were performed with results displaying in Figure 6.3. 
Results showed that such double negative correlation between hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding level only happened in the superior 
group but not in the inferior/equal group. No significant relationship between hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding level existed in the inferior/equal group. 
In the superior group, there was significant negative relationship between hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and assumed affection, suggesting that more superior counterpart had 
higher assumed affection level with the participants. The results confirmed the above 
explanation and why hypothesis lb was rejected, since the hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority were just a midway station for the effect of assumed affection on the 
obligation demanding levels. Hence, the effect of hierarchical superiority/inferiority on 
interpersonal behaviors and the obligation demanding level were falsified in this model. 
Obligations could predict request scenarios 'responses only in family guanxi Why 
hypothesis 2a about the obligation demanding level from the counterpart's perspective 
predicting amount of resources requested by the participant's in request scenarios, had to be 
rejected. One conjecture to explain the result was that the participants were afraid of losing 
face if the counterpart turned down their request and they had to repay the favor in the 
^ture. If this conjecture were true, then family guanxi would be exempted from the threat 
of losing face. It is because people were not forced to repay the favor in most family guanxi 
such as parents and siblings, according to the past research (e.g. Chang & Holt，1994). Also, 
the chance of requests being turned down by families was relatively low; so the chance of 
suffering from face loss would not be high, since Chinese did not like to wash dirty linen in 
the public. The above conjecture predicted statistically we could find the participants who 
responded to the family guanxi utilized the guanxi-oriented path in the resource-request 
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scenarios. 
In order to validate this conjecture, I performed three separate path analyses by three 
life domains (family, education and daily-life). Since the size of the sample in each life 
domain was drastically reduced after segregation, therefore interaction frequency and 
guanxi duration the two demographics were not put in the three path analyses. Result 
supported the conjecture (for details, see Figure 6.4). The path analysis of family domain 
showed that the obligation demanding level predicted all the scenario's responses (CFI 
~ .838). For money-request scenario, the standard coefficient was .317 (t = 4.416)， 
time-request was .154 (t = 1.925), money-allocation was .168 (t = 2.436) and 
time-allocation was .222 (t = 3.016). In education and daily-life domains, the obligation 
demanding level only predicted resource-allocation but not resource-request scenarios' 
responses. For education domain (CFI = .822), the standard coefficient of money-request 
Was .041 (t = .613), time-request was .030 (t = .516), money-allocation was .187 (t = 2.916) 
and time-allocation was .175 (t = 3.028). For daily-life domain (CFI = .811)，the standard 
coefficient of money-request was .134 (t = 1.732)，time-request was .085 (t = .911), 
money-allocation was .278 (t = 3.711) and time-allocation was .195 (t = 2.216). 
If we agree that, the face concern inside family, especially nuclear family, is not as 
great as in other life domains such as schools or daily-life. The presence of the 
guanxi-oriented path in request-scenarios only happened in family domain; this result then 
served a solid evidence for explaining why the hypothesis 2a was rejected. It is because 
with guanxi in daily-life and education domains, those guanxi the participants would not 
make request because of afraid of losing face, the effect by guanxi in family domain was 
diluted and hence not significant. Therefore, hypothesis 2a could be partially supported, if 
We separated guanxi into different life domains for consideration. 
Significant relationship between assumed and real affections One of the most 
intriguing results in the current study but not included in the above hypotheses was that 
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assumed and real affections they obtained a very high positive correlations (r = .777), and 
also in the path analysis, the model was unable to be validated without the path assumed 
affection predicting real affection. The result can be explained by a methodological 
oversight. While administrating the questionnaire, I had not invited the participants to rate 
the person (targeted person) with whom they have a strong negative feeling, therefore, 
obviously the participants would choose the person with whom they were most familiar. For 
example, when the questionnaire asked a participant to pick a friend among his/her choice 
set. Naturally, he or she would likely to pick his or her best friend to answer the 
questionnaire, thereby causing that we could not obtain the responses with low level of 
assumed affection and high level of real affection, such as an irresponsible father and a 
distant friend. 
On the other hand, though the correlation between the two kinds of affections was 
unreasonable high, I would argue that a high correlation between assumed and real 
affections was quite a common phenomenon. Recall that social norms determine assumed 
affection of every guanxi. Social norms must be backed up by some anchor points as a 
ground to judge the assumed affection of each guanxi. The anchor points, I argue, are 
actually the average real affection for different guanxi over time. Taken a father and son as 
an example. We assume that a father and a son should be very intimate to each other, 
because across history we can see, most fathers love their sons and vice versa, except a few 
exceptional. The society, in this way therefore, had established a level of assumed affection 
for every father and son. Following this logic, we can explain the high correlation between 
assumed and real affections at theoretical level. On the top of this, I even further argue there 
is a dynamic mechanism for the two kinds of affection influencing each other, which will be 
elaborated in detail in the discussion chapter later. 
Because real and assumed affections are significantly related at phenomenal level, it 
might be questioned that at empirical level whether assumed affection had additive power 
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on predicting the participants' interpersonal behaviors upon real affection. To this end, a 
series of regressions were conducted to look at the additive predictive power of assumed 
affection on scenarios' response upon real affection. In each regression, a scenario's 
response severed as the dependent variable. Real affection was entered into the regression, 
followed by assumed affection, in two different blocks. Results showed that (see Table 6.11) 
in money-request and money-allocation scenarios, assumed affection did have additive 
predictive power on the responses upon real affection. Nevertheless, same picture did not 
happen in time-request and time-allocation scenarios. The standard beta coefficient of 
assumed affection in money-request scenario was .167 (p < .05), whereas 
money-allocation .186 (p < .01)，time-request .032 (p>.05) and time-allocation .112 (p>.05). 
The result showed that assumed affection, though highly correlated with real affection 
at phenomenally level, is still useful in predicting people's interpersonal behaviors, besides 
real affection. The insignificant results in time-request and time-allocation might be due to 
delivering time as a help is more demanding than money, in term of personal effort. 
Therefore, in some extent the participants were not willing to allocate and request time as 
much as money, due to assumed affection from social norms only. 
In addition, the evidence supporting the practical value of assumed affection also came 
from the path analysis result. The indirect effects of assumed affection to all four scenario's 
responses were significant. The standard beta of assumed affection to money-request 
scenario was .209 (t = 6.592), whereas to time-request .164 (t = 5.117), 
money-allocation .278 (t = 9.079) and time-allocation .223 (t = 7.059). The above results all 
showed that clearly apart from the effect of real affection on the participants' interpersonal 
behaviors，assumed affection also took a part, through indirect mean. 
The modified model 
With the above modifications and further analysis, the model was revised (for 
graphical illustration, see Figure 6.5). First, hierarchical superiority/inferiority was excluded 
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from the models, due to the suspicion of its effect is actually originated from assumed 
affection. Second, assumed affection should be positioned out of the either guanxi- or 
person-oriented path, given that it predicted both real affection and the two obligation 
demanding levels. Third, for predicting the outcoming behaviors, further analysis by 
separating the sample into three life-domains (family, education and daily-life) showed that 
the model could be applied to different types of guanxi. In addition, I found the presence of 
effect of the obligation demanding levels on outcoming interpersonal behaviors is different 
across different types of guanxi. The obligation demanding level from the participant's 
perspective could well predict the guanxi of all three life-domains. However, for resource 
request behaviors, the obligation demanding level from the counterpart's perspective could 
only predicted which in family guanxi but not the other two. This set of results perfectly 
showed that generally speaking, the model can be applied across different kinds of guanxi, 
but for family guanxi, the guanxi-oriented path would be more frequently used. In other 
Words，Chinese will more consider the guanxi factor and obligations when interacting with 
their families; while thinking of the level of intimacy when dealing with their friends and 
others outside the family. 
Summary By and large, it is confident to conclude that the proposed model in the 
current study is well supported empirically. In particular, for allocating resources Chinese 
seek the reference for how demanding of the obligations should they fulfill to their 
counterpart. However, they will not consider how demanding of the obligations their 
counterpart has to fulfill when requesting resources. Furthermore, for one how demanding 
of the obligations should be fulfilled to one another in a relationship is nothing to do with 
the hierarchical different between them. In addition, the result confirmed the indirect path of 
assumed affection and instrumentality to interpersonal behaviors through real affection. On 
top of that, I also discovered an intertwining relationship between real and assumed 
affections，which was explained by that the origin of assumed affection was from real 
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affection, thereby causing them highly correlated. In the next chapter, it will be mainly 
discussed about how the model in this study echoes to the past theories and explained the 
modifications made in the model. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion 
From previous chapters, I successfully validated the model on explaining Chinese 
resource allocating and requesting behaviors through two paths (person- & guanxi-oriented 
paths). In this chapter, five major topic of the model would be discussed in detail. They are: 
for the person-oriented path (a) how this path echoed to the past western studies; (b) the role 
of instrumentality in this path for real affection; for the guanxi-oriented path, (c) why 
obligations only influenced resource allocation but not fully affect resource request; (d) why 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority failed to take part in the model; and (e) a dynamic 
mechanism between real and assumed affections will be proposed for explaining their 
significant relationship. 
£erson-oriented Path 
Echoing Major Findings in Past Western Studies 
First, the person-oriented path echoed to the past western studies on interpersonal 
behaviors that relationships higher in real affection or intimacy, in which exchanges of 
resources are more likely to happen. For example, Clark and Mills (1993) divided 
interpersonal relationships into two types: exchange and communal, where the latter are 
highly correlated with closeness and intimacy (Mills, Clark, & Ford，1993). People in this 
type of relationships exchange more benefits with the counterpart and need higher cost for 
maintaining the relationship (Clark & Mill，1993，p. 685). Berg and his colleagues (Berg, 
Piner，& Frank， 1993) also found in their study that close friends reported giving and 
receiving more resources of all kinds than casual friends and the amount of the resources 
received was related to the level of the partners in a relationship made self-disclosure to 
each other. Further evidence also came from Roloff's study (1987), in which Roloff found 
that the flexibility in resource exchange, such as type of resource, deference of reciprocation, 
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the extent of obligations to make return, increase with the degree of intimacy of a 
relationship. The current study also found that the relationship higher in real affection 
(intimacy) resulted in more resources requested or allocated from and to the counterpart, in 
line with most of the existing evidence in western literature. 
Foundation of Real Affection in Person-oriented Path: Instrumentality 
In current study, it was confirmed that instrumentality was a necessary foundation for 
high in real affection, according to the scatter plot of the two variables in which high in real 
affection must be high in instrumentality, but not vice versa (see Figure 7.1). Finding also 
showed that the influence of instrumentality on interpersonal behaviors was achieved 
through the mediation of real affection (the indirect effect in path analysis). This result 
contradicts with the past western evidence that instrumental relationships are somewhat 
utilitarian and unrelated to affection or intimacy (e.g.，Mills & Clark, 1982; Fiske, 1993). 
This contradiction is partly due to the divergence in definition. Yang's definition of 
instrumentality, as discussed before, is exchanging "obligations" but not only "benefits", in 
satisfactory way. Such indigenous definition endows instrumentality with the sense going 
beyond the traditional definition of instrumentality about mere cost-benefit calculation, but 
a calculation of the exchange of right-type behaviors, i.e. obligations. This result echoes to 
the Yang's model on relationship development, by putting instrumentality in a crucial 
position: every adjustment of real affection or even assumed affection is based on people's 
evaluation about their past interactions in term of instrumentality level. 
In conclusion, the main factor influencing Chinese interpersonal behaviors in the 
person-oriented path is real affection between two persons in a relationship. However, real 
affection should be taken as more than purely personal, i.e., the evaluation of the past 
interaction experience. From the results, real affection was more or less affected by 
instrumentality. Instrumentality involves calculating the fulfillment of obligations, which 
are determined by the social norms according to different guanxi. 
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Guanxi-oriented Path 
Indigenous Element in Chinese Interpersonal Mechanism 
Another path in the current model is guanxi-oriented path, affected by hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and assumed affection on interactant's interpersonal behaviors via the 
obligation demanding level. The expected effect of hierarchical superiority/inferiority, 
however, was not confirmed in the validation process and hence was excluded from the 
model. As for assumed affection, shown in the path analysis results, was also intertwined 
with person-oriented path by having a relationship with real affection, therefore, assumed 
affection is also taken out. That means the guanxi-oriented path will start with the two 
obligation demanding levels, from the participant's and counterpart's perspectives. The 
guanxi-oriented path seemed only able to influence one's resource allocating but not 
requesting behaviors. We will first take a closer look at the reasons for explaining this 
result. 
Obligation Demanding Level: Only in Resource Allocation but Not Request 
Perceiving different help intentions when receiving or providing help It is interesting 
that the obligation demanding level (from the participant's perspective) only influenced 
resource allocating behaviors. On the contrary, how participants think of how demanding of 
the obligations that their counterpart should fulfill during interactions was unable to change 
a person's decision on the amount of resources requested. The results echo to the findings of 
Li's study (1993) that help givers took their intention to help as normative one and help 
receivers perceived the counterpart's intention as more altruistic. That is to say, when people 
社e help receiver and going to ask for resources from one another, they will regard the helps 
from their counterpart as altruistic. Altruistic infers the counterpart is not fulfilling the 
obligations specified in a guanxi, rather a help voluntarily. The obligation demanding level 
妨d the concept of "obligations" are compulsory in nature. From this line of reasoning, it is 
easy to understand why the participants did not take their counterpart's obligation 
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demanding level into account when asking for resources, because what induce one to help 
altruistically is the affective bond between the two persons (i.e., real affection), but not 
obligations. 
Afraid of making reciprocation to the help received Another reason was the 
rationale behind resources exchanges. Chinese exchanged the resource in the name of 
fulfilling obligations (Yang, 1999). This means that when Chinese is allocating resources for 
helping others, they are legitimate looking for the reciprocation from the others. Contrarily, 
Chinese receiving help from others are obligatory to repay. Logically, in order to maximize 
the benefit, one will try to help (resource allocation) others within their ability in order to 
look for the payoff in the future, at the same time avoid making any resource requests to 
others in an attempt of not shouldering too many reciprocations in the future. Nevertheless, 
there is an exception: family. 
By splitting the sample into three life domains for path analyses, the results clearly 
showed that the guanxi-oriented path could predict request-scenarios' response only in 
family domain. Chang and Holt (1994) in their interviews with Chinese about the concept 
of reciprocation (or pao,幸g)，showed that people did not bother the issue of reciprocation 
or repaying the benefit in family and other very intimate guanxi such as close-friends. It was 
because in such guanxi, people were focusing on balancing the reciprocation in long run but 
not immediately, or even people did not care about reciprocation among families. This past 
evidence was consistent with the present results, showing that whether a person will use the 
guanxi-oriented path or their counterpart's obligation demanding level in deciding the 
amount of resources requested is depended on whether the reciprocation is necessary. 
Avoid losing face by not making request The third reason is the face concern. 
When Chinese lose face, they will not only suffer from the deprivation of self esteem 
because of receiving the moral rapprochement from the members of social network that 
they use to defining themselves; but also will lose their accessibility to resources through 
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exchanging with other members in the network, because the members distrust them (Hu, 
1944). Social network is important to Chinese for two reasons: they define themselves in 
the network (Ho, 1998) and the network is a venue for obtaining resources (King, 1991). 
One of the causes of losing face is not fulfilling the obligations specified in a guanxi, and 
people therefore are very careful of deciding whether they should help when being asked. If 
they turn down the counterpart's request but they actually should help according to social 
norms, they will lose face because the counterpart being rejected may vent their grievance 
through retaliations. Retaliations include airing the complaints in the public and letting 
others know the rejection. The public then would distrust those people and not to interact 
with them. Therefore, the participants will use their own obligation demanding level in 
estimating the amount of resources delivered in the scenarios. On the other hand, people 
being rejected when requesting help will also lose face (Bond & Hwang, 1986). Therefore, 
when the participants were in request scenarios, they were not dare to ask for help from the 
counterpart only based on "estimated" data of how demanding of obligations their 
counterparts should fulfill. 
We noted from the path analysis that people did take their counterpart's obligation 
demanding level as a reference in deciding whether how much resource they probably 
requested for family guanxi. That means when interacting with families, to whom Chinese 
do think of how demanding of obligations their counterpart should fulfill when making 
request. It is because Chinese are more confident that their families will help them 
Whenever in need. The chance of losing face is quite low. Bond and Hwang (1986) have 
argued that since family is the basic unit of social structure in Chinese societies, and 
Chinese very emphasize ..on family welfare, thereby causing that any family conflicts or 
negative events are resolved inside family and not exposed to the public. Given any 
rejections is not harmful at all, why not the participants try to request help from their 
families. 
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Simply speaking, when Chinese want to avoid losing face when deciding whether to 
request for help, they can simply hold such request. When Chinese are being asked for help, 
then they will extremely care of whether providing help is obligatory in their guanxi for 
avoiding losing face. 
In sum, the reasons for the result that the obligation demanding level only predicted 
responses in allocation- but not request-scenarios are threefold. First, when Chinese request 
or allocate resources they are perceiving different intentions. Chinese making request think 
of their counterpart helping intention are altruistic. Whereas when allocating resources, they 
think of the help is obligatory. Second, people do not want to request they do not want 
reciprocations. Third, people will more likely lose face if making request from the 
estimation of their counterpart's obligation demanding level. Whereas, when people being 
asked for help may refer to how demanding of the obligations they should fulfill carefully to 
avoid losing face by turning down the counterpart's request. 
I^oes Hierarchical Superiority/Inferiority Still Affect Chinese Interpersonal Behaviors? 
Excluding hierarchical superiority/inferiority out of the guanxi-oriented path and even 
the whole model is another unexpected result. The statistical evidence by path analysis, its 
double negative effect on the two obligation demanding levels (from the participant's and 
counterpart's perspectives) was probably another way assumed affection showing its effect 
on the obligation demanding levels. It result violates our traditional wisdom that 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority always exerts salient influence on Chinese interpersonal 
behaviors since most Chinese societies are high in power distance. 
The reason for this result could be nowadays Chinese, especially of the younger 
generations, do not as emphasize hierarchy in interpersonal relationship as the past. 
Empirically there is an increasing body of evidence showing that the influence of 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority on Chinese interpersonal behaviors is diminishing. For 
example，K. S. Yang (1986，1988) has argued from the anthological perspective that 
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Chinese personality was ever changing from agricultural to industrial. One salient example 
is along with urbanization, Chinese do not focus on the hierarchy in human relationships 
and replace with a more flat structural span, which is more suitable to the industrial society 
emphasizing on contracts and laws. Moreover, C. F. Yang (1988) examined the changes in 
familism across mainland China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. She found that in common the 
family of the three societies was becoming less hierarchical in terms of family structure 
(from stem to nuclear family) and the hierarchical relationships among family members. Of 
the latter, Yang found that nowadays in a family, parents had lost their total authority and 
real power over their children alongside husband and wife were becoming more equal status. 
Hwang (1999) also came up with a similar conclusion when reexamining the concept of 
filial piety through modernization in Taiwanese society. He found that Taiwanese Chinese, 
especially those highly educated, tended to neglect respecting the superior in the family. On 
the other hand, however, children were still paying filial piety to the parents by providing 
them with stipend. The definition of filial piety was no longer associated with power and 
hierarchical difference, but more of affective bond and intimacy. Therefore, we might be 
able to say that the concept of obligations nowadays is unrelated to hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority. 
The above evidence all supported an argument that Chinese societies evolves in a way 
With less hierarchical family or organizational structure, through the process of 
modernization. Especially amongst those highly educated, like Hong Kong university 
students in our sample who were bought up in a very much westernized way, they might not 
Want to obey the doctrine of respecting the superior, no matter whether they are respectable, 
or to comply with what their superior requests. 
It is confident to say that in the current study hierarchical superiority/inferiority is not a 
factor influencing the obligation demanding levels in a guanxi is consistent with the past 
evidence. However, since the current study only focused on Hong Kong university students 
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and the process of modernization of Chinese societies around the globe are not at the same 
pace, so it is too conclusive to exclude the effect of hierarchical difference on the obligation 
demanding levels in all Chinese societies. Obviously more research on this topic is 
necessary before obtaining a convincing conclusion. 
The Dynamic Mechanism between Real and Assumed Affections 
One of the unexpected results in the current study was an intertwining relationship 
between real and affection affections. In term of construct validity, they were two distinct 
constructs, shown in the EFA results of their scales. Phenomenally, they were highly 
correlated to each other, and path analysis showed a significant path assumed affection 
predicting real affection. I had already explained the reason in a methodical sense, 
concerning with the possible selecting bias when asking the participants to chose their 
targeted person. Here, I will explain, in theoretical sense, how the result could be possible, 
by proposing a dynamic mechanism about how real and affection affections influence each 
other. 
Equilibrium Status between Real and Assumed Affections 
At the beginning, assumed two persons with particular guanxi, say classmates. They do 
not know each other very well, so the assumed affection (from the guanxi of classmate) and 
the real affection (from their not much interaction) are quite the same, at a low level. This is 
the initial stage, an equilibrium status between real and assumed affections. This 
equilibrium status is important, because which provides the two persons with a comfortable 
platform to interact with each other. Assumed affection leads to the demanding level of 
obligations, and real affeption lead to the demanding level of voluntary behaviors towards 
the counterpart. Once the equilibrium is distorted, two persons in a relationships will be 
either forced to do some obligations exceeding the demanding level of their voluntary 
behaviors from a lower level of real affection, or to fulfill the obligations that is far less 
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demanding than the behaviors from a higher level of real affection. Such discrepancy 
between obligations and voluntary behaviors, will hinder the relationship development 
between two persons, and may cause discomfort for the two persons, especially during the 
interaction under the oversight of the public. 
Interaction Results Caused Distortion to Equilibrium 
Nevertheless, every relationship is ever evolving, and never the same between two 
moments. When the two persons, with classmate guanxi, interact with each other over time, 
they accumulated experience about the other person and an evaluation process starts. This 
accumulated experience, or so called the level of instrumentality, is taken into account after 
every interaction (Yang. 1999)，in order to decide whether the other side had fulfill their 
obligations in the past. If yes, then the level of their real affection will be upgraded onto 
another level. If no, then the level of the real affection will be deteriorated to a lower ground. 
Remember that instrumentality is a necessary foundation for high level of real affection. 
Once the level of real affection is either upgraded or deteriorated, the equilibrium 
status between real and assumed affections are distorted. For example, in this case the two 
classmates, after a series of interaction, they become very intimate to each other and hence 
the level of real affection is now much higher than the assumed affection provided by the 
guanxi of classmate. Such a distortion, as I had mentioned before, will cause uneasiness and 
discomfort between the two persons due to the discrepancy between the demanding level of 
obligations and voluntary behaviors. If the two classmates they behave very intimately to 
each other in the public, people will arouse the suspicion that whether they are classmates or 
not. Sometimes in work setting, such a bias in behaviors will cause others think of playing 
favor or other negative things, and hence would cause the persons with biased behaviors 
losing faces or other negative consequences. 
The Solution to the Distortion: Using a New Guanxi 
In due course, such uneasiness and discomfort during interactions between the two 
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classmates, due to the gap between their levels of real and assumed affections will cause 
them to find a way out to solve the distortion. The solution seems very simple: using 
another guanxi title to represent their relationships. Remember that though assumed 
affection is socially determined, however people are free to choose different guanxi with 
different levels of assumed affection to represent their relationships. In this way, the two 
classmates they are now good friends to each other and they announce this news to the 
public. Therefore, the public now will judge them as good friends rather than classmates. By 
doing so, the two persons with good friend guanxi now can perform more demanding 
behaviors to each other. It is because in the eye of the public, those more demanding 
behaviors are common as they fall within the obligations of good friends. 
Switching into another guanxi to represent a relationship, people now can restore the 
equilibrium status between real and assumed affection. This in turn makes sure 
interpersonal interactions are running smoothly and both sides can interact with each other 
comfortably and get what they want in the relationship. Of course, however, it bears costs. 
Now, the voluntary behaviors triggered by the level of real affection, is already under 
obligations with a specific guanxi. In other words, like it or lump it, the two persons in the 
relationship with a new guanxi have to fulfill behaviors at certain demanding level, as 
which are already become obligations. At least in short term, before another adjustment of 
real affection and switching of guanxi, the two good friends have to put up with each other 
With a new set of more demanding obligations, in case they dislike each other now. 
Evidence and Summary 
If such dynamic mechanism for equilibrium status between assumed and real affections 
does exist, different types of guanxi would then have different gaps between assumed and 
real affections. For example, we would find larger gaps in family guanxi, because family 
guanxi are so dominant and hence not so easy to be changed. For instance, my father is 
forever my father, no matter at the same time he is my colleagues in my company or other 
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guanxi. "Father" is dominant over all the other guanxi and hence I will use "father and son" 
to represent our relationships. This results in that at what level of the real affection between 
my father and I，the level of assumed affection remained the same. On the other hand, for 
daily-life guanxi, smaller gaps between real and assumed affections would be, because the 
guanxi is more changeable. Today we are friends, however now I find you betraying me, 
tomorrow then we become strangers. The switching process is frequent and swift. When we 
further looked at the correlation between the two affections, by life domains, we could 
discover the highest was in daily life domain (r=.90, p<.01, N=113), then education (r=.77, 
P<.01, N=184) and work (r=.78, p<.01，N=24) and lastly came to family (r=.67, pc.Ol， 
N=126). This supported the above conjecture that the levels of assumed and real affections 
they were more unrelated to each other in family guanxi, since the guanxi are more stable. 
Whereas in daily-life guanxi the levels of assumed and real affections they were almost the 
same since people always use a new guanxi to make the level of assumed affection fall in 
line with the level of real affection. 
To sum up this part, we may see a clear picture about the Chinese interpersonal 
development based on the empirical results in the current study and the dynamic mechanism 
I proposed. After every interaction, two persons in a relationship will perform an evaluation, 
in which they will first look at whether the counterpart had fulfilled the appropriate 
obligations specified in their original guanxi. If yes, then the two persons will increase their 
level of real affection and try to use another guanxi to represent their new level of assumed 
affection. That would be similar in case of the deterioration of the level of real affection. 
This switching process is important, because it gives people with the flexibility to choose 
their own guanxi in order to better interact with each other in reality. This dynamic is also 
echoing the past model about relationship development (such as Yang, 1999). 
Secluding Remarks 
By and large, the current study succeeded in confirming Chinese usually will go via 
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two paths, guanxi- and person-oriented paths, when deciding their interpersonal behaviors. 
The guanxi-oriented path starts with the obligation demanding level and which affects only 
resource allocating but not requesting behaviors. The person-oriented path, on the other 
hand, begins at real affection, influenced by instrumentality, and help to shape both 
allocating and requesting behaviors. We had discussed the reason why obligations only 
predicted the resource allocating but not requesting behaviors. Also why hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority failed to take place in the model. Finally, I proposed a dynamic 
mechanism explaining the significant relationship between assumed and real affections. 
II .. 
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Chapter 8: Limitations and Future Directions 
Limitations 
The current study was bounded by the following limitations. 
First of all, the four scenarios had several inadequacies. For the sake of simplicity, the 
four scenarios only allowed the participants to access to one single person to solve the 
problems of raising loan or administrating questionnaire. For instance, in money-request 
task, the participants could only loan to, e.g., their father or classmates, etc. The above 
design distorts the picture that we used to encounter in reality, in which we can approach a 
number of persons for help. Limiting the participants to seek other alternatives for obtaining 
or delivering resources hinder them to consider more about psychological constructs when 
making decision. 
The second inadequacy was that the scenario created an interacting atmosphere 
without strong social influence, because it did not specify the presence of any other people 
throughout the interaction. Without the presence of others, the power of social influence 
Was limited because any failure of help seeking or turndown of the counterpart's request 
Would not result in great harm in one's social network due to face loss, given that only the 
two persons in the scenario knew the interaction result. That also helped explaining why the 
participants prevalently took the person-oriented path in all scenarios but only took the 
guanxi-oriented paths in the allocating scenarios, given that the strength of social influence 
in scenarios was not enough to induce one to consider guanxi and face seriously. 
The third limitation was the quantitative approach employed in the current study. For 
example，the current study chose resource exchange (allocation/request) as the main theme 
of investigation, because in that way the participants' interpersonal behaviors were easier to 
be quantified. However, it is never doubt that resource exchange is only one kind of 
interpersonal behaviors, and we still have ample room to explore many others by using 
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qualitative approach. 
Another area needs more qualitative research is obligations. The current study only 
classified all obligations in seven categories, and finally reduced to four in term of the 
obligation demanding level. Though, by doing so I successfully quantified the concept of 
obligations. Throughout the whole process, however, I have not provided one way or two on 
the method on classifying a person's behaviors into any of the four obligation categories. 
For example, does a father providing his son with economic support differ from the support 
provided by his son, in term of obligations? Should both behaviors be grouped under 
self-sacrifice, or voluntary care? Perhaps to the son such economic support should be taken 
as reciprocation because he does so to repay the early benefits given by his father. Without 
comprehensive qualitative studies, it would be difficult to generalize the current study 
results practically because of a gap between the obligation demanding levels and concrete 
obligatory behaviors. 
The fifth limitation lies in the selection of sample. As aforementioned, I had not asked 
the participants to choose a person with particular guanxi whose level of real affection and 
assumed affections were different. For example, when a participant was asked to choose a 
friend for answering the questionnaire, normally they will pick those familiar. This selecting 
bias caused the correlation between assumed and real affections far higher than the normal 
level. Of course, there would be another selecting bias and thereby distorting the results if I 
asked the participants to choose someone with certain feelings deliberately. With such a 
dilemma between the two selecting bias and their pros and cons, in the current study I still 
upheld the unobtrusive principle by leaving the participant a free hand to choose their own 
targeted person. In long run, however, researchers should think of a way for minimizing or 
eliminating the selecting bias causing the unreasonable high correlation between assumed 
如d real affections. 
The last limitation of the current study also linked with the development of guanxi 
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research in long run. Since the current model was developed based on the indigenous 
research on Chinese interpersonal relationships, the difference and the similarity with the 
western counterpart were not studied thoroughly this time. And the comparison with the 
western studies on interpersonal behaviors are undoubtedly subject to the future research. 
Future Directions of Further Studies 
First, more studies have to be conducted on the functions of the two paths (person- & 
guanxi-oriented) identified in the current model, as well as how they are used according to 
different situations with different degrees of social influence. For example, a scenario can 
be created, in which a father asks his son for help at either their home or in a family feast 
with many relatives. Obviously, the home situation would result in less social influence than 
during the family feast. By doing so, we can test whether Chinese will decide their response 
via which path under which situation. 
Second, since many scholars has claimed that Chinese used different guanxi to interact 
With each other in different situations (e.g. Hsu, 1971; Yang, 1999)，further studies can 
explore how Chinese flexibly trigger different guanxi during different interactions, and also 
will people using different guanxi to interact in different paths. Researchers can ask 
participants to list out all guanxi they shared with a target person and allow them to choose 
one of the guanxi to interact with the target person in fulfilling the task in scenarios. 
Third, more studies can investigate how the guanxi between two persons match with 
the interaction tasks. Researchers can ask participants to pick one person for requesting help 
among a series of options (e.g. mother, colleague, classmate and friend). By doing so, the 
scope can be enlarged because not only guanxi effect is tested, but also the guanxi-task 
hatching is investigated. For example, it is possible that some tasks were specified for some 
卯anxi, like a person will ask their friends rather than families for loan. 
Fourth, the quantitative and qualitative approaches should be conducted 
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complementary in order to deliver a more holistic picture to the topic. The results achieved 
by the current study should be further extended or confirmed by conducting qualitative 
studies, such as interviewing people to see whether they really decide their interpersonal 
behaviors in ways the model predicted. As mentioned above, more studies should be done 
on trying to clarify the concept of obligations by qualitative method and trying to provide a 
sophisticated methods to group interpersonal behaviors under different obligation categories 
identified in the current study. 
Fifth, the scales of real affection, assumed affection and instrumentality need further 
development and validation, before it can be claimed effectively and accurately to capture 
their respective psychological constructs behind. Convergent validity needs to be achieved 
by more studies. Lastly, the effect of hierarchical difference in Chinese interpersonal 
behaviors need to be further explored before ascertaining which already has an insignificant 
effect on Chinese interpersonal behaviors. 
Sixth, the current study, based on the statistical results, a mechanism of the interactions 
among assumed affection, real affection and instrumentality during the relationship 
development was proposed. The mechanism suggests that Chinese always strike for a 
equilibrium status between assumed and real affections, so as to interact with others and 
achieve their purposes during interactions more easily, especially under the oversight of 
social norms. This mechanism, however, still wait for further empirical evidence to prove its 
Validity，and which seems could only be achieved by longitudinal approach, rather than 
Using questionnaire for assess in the current study. In fact, longitudinal study seems to be an 
promising area we should explore if we want to have further breakthrough in guanxi 
Search. It is because by so we may take a closer look at the dynamic aspect of guanxi and 
the process of relationship development of Chinese. Since now there is not much research 
done from this perspective, it should be a big virgin land for future research of guanxi. 
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Footnotes 
1. Actually, at the time when Confucianism was come into theories and taught by the first 
Confucius, KongZi (孔子)，zm (尊尊)is nothing to do with superiority/inferiority or 
hierarchical difference. It only means respecting the respectable, and "respectable" was 
defined as one's virtues and contribution to the community, not hierarchical difference 
between two persons in a relationships. Ancient Confucius also advocated "obligations" 
should be mutual and reciprocal. For example, father should fulfill his obligation to the son 
and the son should fulfill his to the father. If the father does not fulfill the obligation, the son 
is eligible to turn down his obligations to his father. However, due to the Chinese social 
stratification and economy, and the promotion of later Confucius about hierarchical 
difference in relationships by ideas of setting one in relationship as superior or inferior, such 
as San Gang Wu Chang (三綱五常respectable became meaning "superior ' . In the 20出 
century, after the overthrow of royal monarchy and the influence of modernization, 
Neo-Confucius started to stick back with the original interpretation to respectable, and 
advocating the two persons in a relationship are equal status and their obligations to each 
others should be mutual. However, since the deep-rooted idea of taking respectable as 
superior has always persisted in Chinese communities for several thousand years and its 
influence to Chinese people should be overwhelming, therefore the current study still 
hypothesize in the way that Confucianism interprets respectable as superior. 
2. They are: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, The Hong Kong University, The 
Baptist University of Hong Kong, The Lingnan University of Hong Kong and Hong Kong 
Shue Yan College. 
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Table 3.1 
C F. Yang's Seven Obligation Categories 
N^nqing & Obligations (Moral Obligation Category 
Requirement) � 
\ I I I I t b I Strength 
X J 1 I . ^ to 
Ascr:bedg丽 i \ ^ ^ ^ J _ 
泊 Parents Benevolence 
I Children Filial Piety " " " " Strong 
Husband Loyalty 
S Z Z Z ^ ^ Z Z Z Strone 吞 Wife Obedience g 
1 Brother Benevolence , 
fe y/ V Strong Brother Dutiful 抓ong 
Friend Trust 
I 口 Friend / / / / Z / X Moderate 
^ g Emperor Benevolence , 
a ^ V V V a % Moderate 
g Sub-ordinate Loyalty 
Acquaintance Renqing / / / x x x x Weak 
\ 人情義務 應，之彳，或義務行爲 
\ 不 
\ 確右 緊 禮 斤 主 自 
\ 應有 急 尙 斤 動 我 規 範 
限 定 _ 類 別 \ • g _ g 蟇 聶 雙 
^ ^ 親子 慈、孝 / 大 
自冢 
B 夫妻 義、聽 z z z z ^ ^ z z 大 
" "人 手足 良、悌 / / / / / / / 大 
朋友〔平行〕 誠、信 “ “ ： “ " “ ： “ “ 
V V V V V V ic n 外 朋 友 〔 長 幼 〕 惠、順 中 
君臣 r U h t t / Z c ; 仁、忠 Z Z Z Z X X 中 〔上、下工作〕 T 
A ~ ~ 狹 義 人 情 〔 人 / ~~‘ 
- 般 人 n 青 味 〕 I 叫 " … 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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Table 5.1 
Demographic overview of the participants 
Variable Freq % Variable Freq % 
Gender Male 114 32.2 Guanxi 1 12 2.7 
Female 303 67.8 number 2 22 4.9 
“ 3 15 3.4 
Education Tertiary full-time 406 90.8 4 13 2.9 
Level Tertiary part-time 1 0.2 5 17 3.8 
Research full-time 38 8.5 6 15 3.4 
Research part-time 2 0.4 7 4 0.9 
8 14 3.1 
Working Unemployed 280 62.6 9 14 3.1 
Status Part-time 167 37.4 10 23 5.1 
11 25 5.6 
Life Family 126 28.2 12 17 3.8 
Domain Education 184 41.2 13 16 3.6 
Daily Life 113 25.3 14 16 3.6 
Work 24 5.4 15 16 3.6 
“ 16 21 4.7 
Mean Std. deviation 17 18 4.0 
Age 20.32 1.866 18 6 1.3 
Guanxi … ，，“ 19 15 3.4 
8.09 7.446 ^^ n 
duration 20 11 2.5 
虹eraction ] � � • 21 5 1.1 
^ q u e n c y 22 8 1.8 
23 7 1.6 
24 5 1.1 
25 3 0.7 
26 18 4.0 
27 16 3.6 
28 18 4.0 
29 1 0.2 
30 23 5.1 
31 2 0.4 
32 7 1.6 
33 7 1.6 
34 9 2.0 
^ ^ 8 1.8 
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Table 5.5.1 
List of guanxi used in the current study 
Guanxi 一 no. Chinese Name English Name Definition 
Family Domain 
01 父親 Father 
02 母親 Mother 
03 兄弟姐妹 Sibling 
04 堂兄弟姐妹 Cousin (Father's) The children of your father's brother (uncle) 
05 表兄弟姐妹 Cousin (Mother's) The son & daughter of your mother's sister & brother 
06 姨父/舅母 Uncle/Aunt Your mother's sister & brother 
07 姐(妹)夫/嫂涕婦） Sister" in law ^^ spouse of your sister and brother 
Brother-in-law 
08 祖父/祖母 amndparent Your father's parents 
(Father's) ^ 
09 外祖父/外祖母 Grandparent Your mother's parents 
(Mother's) 
Education Domain 
10 /•]、學校友 Primary school Your schoolmates of primary schoolmates 
alumnus 
11 中學校友 High school Your schoolmates of high school 
alumnus 
Classmate in the You classmates of university who are the same 
12 same department department 
, T u t o r in the same 
13 穴學 I rJ 糸辱g巾 Teaching Assistant in your department of university 
department 
, U n i v e r s i t y , 
14 穴学救役 Lecturer and Professor in your university 
professor/lecturer 
1 5 中學老師 Highsehod 
teacher 
16 宿舍同房 Roommate 
17 中學會社草宇事 High school ex. co. The committee member of any society you joined in 
member secondary school (you are also committee member) 
.18 大學職工 University's staff The staff who work in your university 
19 大學習作同組組員 Univei:sity group members in university 
project member 
20 同學親屬 SdK)dmate’s 
relative 
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Table 5.5.1 (Cont'd) 
List of guanxi used in the current study 
Guanxi 
一 no. Chinese Name English Name Definition 
Pailv-life Domain 
21 醫生 Doctor One who provided you medical services 
22 看更 Security Guard Security guard in your domicile or residential 
敝田 Neighbor Neighbor (including those living the same floor, same 
23 鄰活 
building or same estate with you) 
24 麻雀友/波友/gym 友 Marjon's/Gym's Any person who played Marjon, exercise, and gym with 
friend you together 
校外課程同學|§•貢 Classmate in The classmates of the course you joined outside school 
out-campus course 
26 點頭朋友 Hi-bye friend 
27 志同道合的朋友 Intimate friend 
28 情侶 Boy/Girlfriend 
29 同居〔或同屋住� • “ Cohabitator Person who live in the same apartment with you 
30 普通朋友 Friend 
Tutor of The teacher or tutor of your interest group or activity 
31 •課程導師 out-campusco臓...ide school 
Neighboring All people around your living environment and you may 
32 街坊 .令 
acquaintance have chance to meet them 
^ r k Domain 
33 兼職同事 Part-time colleague 
3 4兼職上司 Pa+time 
supervisor 
35 舊同事 Ex-colleague 
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Table 6.1 
Exploratory factor analysis results of the scale of real affection, assumed affection, and 
instrumentality from participant 's and counterpart 's perspective 
Original version without modification 
Factor 
Assumed Real ^ ^ 
Axr Arc Instrumentality 








Ql l .742 
Q13 .724 



















Total explained variance: 70.79% 
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Table 6.1 (Cont'd) 
Exploratory factor analysis results of the scale of real affection, assumed affection, and 
instrumentality from participant 's and counterpart 's perspective 
Modified version with discarding item 5 & 19 
Factor 
Assumed Real ^ 
*汉？ Instrumentality 



























Total explained variance: 70.84% 
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Table 6.1.2 
Comparison of rating of assumed affection of guanxi in the current study with those 
respective in Lau et al s study (2005) 
Current study Lau et al.'s study 
Mean of Mean of Rank in 
assumed assumed Lau et al's 
Guanxi N affection affection study 
Family Domain 
Mother 22 5.682 2.06 2 
Father 12 5.217 2.05 3 
Sibling 15 5.127 2.13 1 
Grandparent (Mother's parent) 14 4.521 1.20 5 
Cousins (Father's side) 13 4.231 -1.22 7 
Grandparent (Father's parent) 14 4.029 1.34 4 
Cousin (Mother's side) 17 3.929 -1.19 6 
Uncle/Aunt , 15 2.900 -.61 8 
E_ducation Domain 
High school alumni 25 5.136 .49 7 
Roommate 21 4.705 1.15 1 
High school club ex. co. member 18 4.500 .85 3 
Classmate in the same department 17 4.365 .96 2 
Group project member in university 15 4.233 .96 2 
Primary school alumni 23 4.035 .34 8 
High school teacher 16 3.625 .77 4 
University professor/lecturer 16 2.694 .63 6 
Schoolmate's relative 11 2.418 -1.02 9 
Tutor in the same department 16 2.306 .68 5 
Saily-life Domain 
Boyfriend/Girlfriend 18 5.933 2.32 1 
Good friend 16 5.694 1.87 2 
Friend 23 3.600 -1.02 4 
- H i - b y e friend 18 2.406 -.86 3 
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Table 6.2 (cont'd) 





Now, please answer the following questions according to the understanding of ordinary people (not 
your interaction experience with this person with XX (guanxi)): 
Please be reminded that the ordinary people they don't realize your relationships and interaction 
experience, but only know s/he is your XX (guanxi). 
Item's description 
J t e m Chinese English 
10 社會一般人認爲’他/她應與你有福同享、有They think s/he should be willing to form a 
if局同當 - commonwealth with you 
11 社會一般人認爲’他/她應將心中的秘密與你They think s/he should share his/her own 
傾訴 secret with you 
12 社會一般人認爲，他/她應對你的個性、興趣They think s/he should understand very well 
及生活習慣非常了解 about your personality, hobbies, living habits 
13 社會一般人認爲’當他/她在生活中遇到如意They think s/he should seek for your 
或不如意時’應尋求你的開解及支持 condolence and support when in bad 
encountering 
14 社會一般人認爲’你們的關係應該相當親密They think the relationships two of you should 
的 be pretty intimate 
24 社會一般人認爲’你應與他/她有福同享、有They think you should be willing to form a 
市局同當 commonwealth with him/her 
25 社會一般人認爲，你應將自己心中的秘密與They think you should share his/her own 
他/她傾訴 secret with him/her 
26 社會一般人認爲，你應對他/她的個性、興趣They think you should understand very well 
以及生活習慣非常了解 about his/her personality, hobbies, living habits 
27 社會一般人認爲，當生活中遇到如意或不如They think you should seek for his/her 
意時，你應尋求他/她的開解及支持 condolence and support when in bad 
encountering 
28 社會一般人認爲，你們的關係應該相當親密They think the relationships two of you should 
be pretty intimate 
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Table 6.2 (cont'd) 




Please answered the following questions according to the personal interaction experience with this XX 
(guanxi): 
Item's description 
J t e m Chinese English 
1 你願意與他/她有福同享、有禍同當 You are willing to form a commonwealth with 
him/her 
2 你願意將自己心中的秘密與他/她傾訴 You are willing share your own secret with 
him/her 
3 你對他/她的個性、興趣以及生活習慣非常了解You understand very well about his/her 
personality, hobbies, living habits 
4 當生活中遇到如意或不如意時，你總是會尋求 You will seek for your condolence and support 
他/她的開解及支持 when in bad encountering 
15 他/她願意與你有福同享、有禍同當 S//he is willing to form a commonwealth with 
you 
16 他/她願意將他/她心中的秘密與你傾訴 S/he is willing share your own secret with you 
17 他/她對你的個性、興趣及生活習慣非常了解S/he understands very well about your 
personality, hobbies, living habits 
18 當他/她在生活中遇到如意或不如意時’總是S/he will seek for your condolence and support 
會尋求你的開解及支持 when in bad encountering 
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Table 6.2 ( con t ' d ) 
Sample scales for real affection, assumed affection, instrumentality and interactant 's 
importance 
Ins trumenta l i ty ； 
請你根據與� X X〔關係〕」親身交往的經驗回答以下題目： 
Please answered the following questions according to the personal interaction experience with this XX 
(guanxi): 
I tem's descr ipt ion 
J t e m C h i n e s e Engl i sh 
6 在過去的交往中，他/她對你所作的行爲〔如對 According to the past interactions, his/her 
你的態度、人際行爲〕都符合你對他/她的期望behaviors (e.g. attitude toward you and how 
to treat you)met your expectations 
7 你覺得在過去交往中，他/她都盡了你們關係所 According to the past interactions, s/he 
應有的要求〔即符合該關係在社會一般禮儀M f i l l e d the requirements of your guanxi (i.e. 
上的要求，或是否依禮〕 in line with the courtesy required by that 
guanxi) 
8 你對過往你們的交往感到非常滿意 Ygu are very satisfied with the past interactions 
with him/her 
9 根據過去你們的交往’你覺得繼續與他/她交往According to the past interactions, you think 
對你有禾Ij continuing to interact with him/her is 
beneficial to you 
20 在過去的交往中’你對他/她所作的行爲〔如According to the past interactions, your 
對他/她的態度、人際行爲〕都符合他/她對behav io f s (e.g. attitude toward him/her and 
你的期望 how to treat you) met your expectations 
21 在過去相處中’他/她覺得你盡了你們關係所According to the past interactions, you think 
應有的要求〔即符合該關係在社會一般禮 y G u fulfilled the requirements of your guanxi 
儀上的要求，或是否依禮〕 （i.e. in line with the courtesy required by that 
guanxi) 
22 他/她對過往你們的交往感到非常滿意 S/he is very satisfied with the past interactions 
with you 
23 根據過去你們的交往’你覺得繼續與他/她交According to the past interactions, you think 
往對你有利 continuing to interact with him/her is 
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Table 6.2.2 
Exploratory factor analysis results of the seven obligations 
Behaviors listed in Yang's Factor loading in Factor loading in 
seven-type obligation model participant's perspective counterpart's perspective 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 1 Factor 2 
Emergency-help .944 .883 
Gift-exchange .756 .771 
Non-calculating .912 .701 
Reciprocation .663 .883 
Mutual-help .658 .861 
Voluntary-care .954 .821 
_ Self-sacrifice .847 
Explained Variance 80.06% 75.25% 
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Table 6.3 
Exploratory factor analysis results of the items for situational appropriateness in four 
scenarios (with reliability indices) 
Factor loading 
— I t e m Money-requesting Time-requesting Money-allocating Time-allocating 
1. Acceptable .875 .881 .886 .868 
2. Reasonable .867 .894 .908 .864 
3. Not socially .897 .905 .917 .878 
acceptable 
4. Moral .782 .798 .839 .790 
5. Appropriate .814 .810 .843 .775 
^Los ing face ^ ^ ^ .737 
^Reliability ^ .91 m .90 
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Table 6.4 
Means and standard deviations of predictors and scenario 's responses 
Variables Mean Standard Deviation 
Real-aff 3.86 1.61 
Assumed-aff 3.96 1.57 
Inst 4.99 1.02 
Ob-demand(c) 1.09 0.67 
Ob-demand(p) 1.15 0.75 
Money-r 50082 41191 
Money-r(sit) 3.79 1.37 
Time-r 38 32 
Time-r(sit) 3.92 1.28 
Money-a 60623 40057 
Money-a(sit) 4.68 1.27 
Time-a 55 35 
Time-a(sit) . ^ 1.09 
Note: 
* N=447 
Real-aff: Real affection 
Assumed-aff: Assumed affection 
Inst: Instrumentality 
Ob-demand(c): Obligation demanding level (the counterpart's) 
Ob-demand(p): Obligation demanding level (the participant's) 
Money-r: Money-request scenario's response 
Money-r(sit): Money-request scenario's situational appropriateness 
Time-r: Time-request scenario's response 
Time-r(sit): Time-request scenario's situational appropriateness 
Money-a: Money-allocation scenario's response 
Money-a(sit): Money-allocation scenario's situational appropriateness 
Time-a: Time-allocation scenario's response 
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Table 6.6 
Means and standard deviations ofpredictors and scenario s responses, categorized by four 
life domains 
Family (N=126) Education (N=184) Daily-life (N=113) Work (N=24) 
Variables Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard 
^ ^ ^ Deviation Deviation Deviation Deviation 
� l � a f f 3.86 1.45 4.10 1.55 3.69 1.84 2.84 1.25 
卜 ed-aff 4.47 1.39 3.90 1.46 3.80 1.79 2.46 0.90 
St 4.83 1.16 5.14 0.90 4.97 1.03 4.85 0.82 
b�demand(c) 1.37 0 .76 1.00 0 .58 1.00 0 .64 0 .63 0 .50 
:deniand(p) 1.59 0.79 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.66 0.66 0.64 
/ney-r 60821 40229 45393 39521 48010 42533 39396 43826 
M 
广 ney-r(sit) 4.10 1.28 3.75 1.33 3.68 1.40 3.03 1.67 
严、r 35 32 40 31 37 31 38 37 
吻 e�r(sit) 3.96 1.29 3.89 1.29 3.99 1.27 3.74 1.25 
yOney-a 77680 33127 .. 59428 39121 50833 41564 26329 35456 
：吟 a(sit) 5.27 1.16 4.54 1.13 4.38 1.30 4.15 1.58 
e�a 59 36 57 34 49 33 50 36 
^^ ！^!!：^) 4.98 1.06 4.61 1.00 4.65 1.19 4.74 1.24 
Note: 
Real-aff: Real affection 
Assumed-aff: Assumed affection 
Inst: Instrumentality 
Ob-demand(c): Obligation demanding level (the counterpart's) 
Ob-demand(p): Obligation demanding level (the participant's) 
Money-r: Money-request scenario's response 
Money-r(sit): Money-request scenario's situational appropriateness 
Time-r: Time-request scenario's response 
Time-r(sit): Time-request scenario's situational appropriateness 
Money-a: Money-allocation scenario's response 
Money-a(sit): Money-allocation scenario's situational appropriateness 
Time-a: Time-allocation scenario's response 
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Table 6.11 
Regression results of scenarios 'response on real affection and assumed affection 
Money-request scenario 
Variables Cumulative R^ AR^ B Std. Beta p-value 
1 Real Affection .125 .125** 5722.701 .224 .002 
1 Assumed Affection .136 .011* 4377.593 .167 .018 
一Note: N = 447; F(2，444)=34.887** 
Time-request scenario 
Variables Cumulative R^ AR^ B Std. Beta p-value 
1 Real Affection .077 .077** 5.976 .303 .000 
_2 Assumed Affection .077 .654 -.658 .032 . .654 
_Note: N = 447; F(2，444)=l8.627** 
^oney-allocation scenario 
Variables Cumulative R^ AR^ B Std. Beta p-value 
1 Real Affection .225 .225** 8212.853 .330 .000 
j Assumed Affection .239 .014** 4747.589 .186 .005 
^ o t e : N = 447; F(2，444)=69.699** 
Time-allocation scenario 
— 
Variables Cumulative R^ AR^ B Std. Beta p-value 
1 Real Affection .105 .105** 5.094 .237 .001 
^ Assumed Affection .110 .005* 2.458 .112 .118 
Note: N = 477; F(2，444)=27.419** 
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Figure 5.6.1 
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Figure 6.3 
Separate path analyses result on relationships among assumed affection, hierarchical 
superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding levels 
For group of superior suanxi (CFI=.946： NFI=.922. GFI=.946) 
J2S p, Interaction ^ J 4 1 
Frequency 
^ Hierarchical Obligation Demanding 
Superiority/ ^ Level (Counterpart's) 
Inferiority ^ ^ 1 5 7 . 2 4 9 / 
Instrumentality — R e a l Affection 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 
^ Assumed ^ ^ .237 Obligation Demanding 
一 Affection ‘ Level (Participant's) 
-.113 \ 
' ^ Guanxi 
Duration 
For 2rouv of inferior/equal 2uanxi (CFI=958: NFI=940, GFI=960) 
2 m • Interaction _ .140 
Frequency 
086 — 
- . H i e r a r c h i c a l ^ Obligation Demanding 
Superiority/ ^ Level (Counterpart's) 
Inferiority X ^ 9 2 X 
Instrumentality Real Affection 
364 
^ Assumed ^ ^ ^ .240 Obligation Demanding 
� 一 Affection n. Level (Participant's) 
-.064 
' ^ Guanxi • 
Duration 
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Figure 7.1 
Scatter plot of real affection against instrumentality 
8 I 
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Figure 7.2 
Scatter plot of assumed affection against real affection 
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Appendix 5.1 
Sample scales for real affection, assumed affection, and instrumentality 
Assumed affection! 
現在’請根據社舍人丨十的看法〔並非你與�XX〔關係〕」交往經驗〕回答以下問題： 
請注意：社會一般人仕並不了 •們的交情及交 •驗，只知道 • _的� X X〔關係〕 J。 
Now，please answer the following questions according to the understanding of ordinary people (not 
your interaction experience with this person with XX (guanxi)): 
Please be reminded that the ordinary people they don't realize your relationships and interaction 
experience, but only know s/he is your XX (guanxi). 
Counterpart's perspective: .. 
Item's description 
J t e m Chinese English 
1 社會一般人認爲，他/她應與你有福同享、有They think s/he should be willing to form a 
f局同當 ‘ commonwealth with you 
2 社會一般人認爲’他/她應將心中的秘密與你They think s/he should share his/her own 
傾訴 secret with you 
3 社會一般人認爲’他/她應對你的個性、興趣They think s/he should understand very well 
及 生 活 習 常 了 解 about your personality, hobbies, living habits 
4 社會一般人認爲，當他/她在生活中遇到如意They think s/he should seek for your 
或不如意時，應尋求你的開解及支持 condolence and support when in bad 
encountering 
5 社會一般人認爲’你們的關係應該相當親密T h e y think the relationships two of you should 
^ be pretty intimate 
Participant's perspentivp-
6 社會一般人認爲’你應與他/她有福同享、有They think you should be willing to form a 
��� commonwealth with him/her 
7 社會一般人認爲，你應將自己心中的秘密與T h e y think you should share his/her own 
他/她傾訴 secret with him/her , 
8 社會一般人認爲’你應對他/她的個性、興趣They think you should understand very well 
以及生活習慣非常了解 about his/her personality, hobbies, living habits 
9 社會一般人認爲’當生活中遇到如意或不如T h e y think you should seek for his/her 
意時’你應尋求他/她的開解及支持 condolence and support when in bad 
encountering 
10 社會一般人認爲’你們的關係應該相當親密T h e y think the relationships two of you should 
的 be pretty intimate 
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Sample scales for real affection, assumed affection, and instrumentality 
Real affection (participant's perspective): 
請你從自己的角麻考慮’根據與�XX〔關係〕」親身交往的經驗回答以下題目： 
Considering from your own perspective, Please answered the following questions according to the 
personal interaction experience with this XX (guanxi): 
Item，s description 
� t e m Chinese English 
1 你願意與他/她有福同享、有禍同當 You are willing to form a commonwealth with 
him/her 
2 你願意將自己心中的秘密與他/她傾訴 You are willing share your own secret with 
him/her 
3 你對他/她的個性、興趣以及生活習慣非常了解 You understand very well about his/her 
personality, hobbies, living habits 
4 當生活中遇到如意或不如意時，你總是會尋求 You will seek for your condolence and support 
他/她的開解及支持 when in bad encountering 
5 你們的關係非常親密 The relationship between two of you are very 
good 
Real affection (rounterpart's perspective): 
請你從「這位XX�關係〕,的角度考慮，根據與�XX〔關係〕」親身交往的經驗回答以下題目： 
Considering from his/his own perspective, Please answered the following questions according to the 
personal interaction experience with this XX (guanxi): 
Item，s description 
J t e m Chinese English 
6 他/她願意與你有福同享、有禍同當 S//he is willing to form a commonwealth with 
you 
7 他/她願意將他/她心中的秘密與你傾訴 S/he is willing share your own secret with you 
8 他/她對你的個性、興趣及生活習慣非常了解S/he understands very well about your 
personality, hobbies, living habits 
9 當他/她在生活中遇到如意或不如意時’總是S/he will seek for your condolence and support 
會尋求你的開解及支持 when in bad encountering 
10 他/她覺得你們的關係非常親密 S/he thinks the relationship between two of 
you are very good 
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Append ix 5.1 (Con t ' d ) 
Sample scales for real affection, assumed affection, and instrumentality 
ISstrumentalitv rnarticipant's perspective): 
,你從自己的角度考慮’根據與� X X〔關係〕」親身交往的經驗回答以下題目： 
Considering from your own perspective, Please answered the following questions according to the personal 
interaction experience with this XX (guanxi): 
� I tem's description 
j j ^ m Chinese English 
1 在過去的交往中’他/她對你所作的行爲〔如對According to the past interactions, his/her behaviors 
你的態度、人際行爲〕都符合你對他/她的期望（e.g. attitude toward you and how to treat you)met your 
expectations 
2 你覺得在過去交往中’他/她都盡了你們關係所According to the past interactions, s/he fulfilled the 
應有的要求〔即符合該關係在社會一般禮儀mquirements of your guanxi (i.e. in line with the 
上的要求’或是否依禮〕 courtesy required by that guanxi) 
3 你對過往你們的交往感到非常滿意 You are very satisfied with the past interactions with 
him/her 
4 根據過去你們的交往，你願意繼續與他/她保持According to the past interactions, you are willing to 
^ 來往 keep interacting with him/her 
k s t r u m e n t a l i t v (counterpart ' s perspect ive): 
ft你從「這位XX〔關係〕I的角度考慮，根據與�XX〔關係〕」親身交往的經驗回答以下題目： 
Considering from his/his own perspective, Please answered the following questions according to the personal 
i财eraction experience with this XX (guanxi): 
1 在過去的交往中’你對他/她所作的行爲〔如 According to the past interactions, your behaviors (e.g. 
對他/她的態度、人際行爲〕都符合他/她對 attitude toward him/her and how to treat you) met your 
你的期望 expeetatums 
2 在過去相處中’他/她覺得你盡了你們關係所 According to the past interactions, you think you fulfilled 
應有的要求〔即符合該關係在社會一般禮 t h e requirements ofyour guanxi (i.e. in line with the 
儀上的要求’或是碰禮〕 courtesyrequiredbythatguanxO 
3 他/她對過往你們的交往感到非常滿意 S/he is very satisfied with the past interactions with you 
^ 根據過去你們的交往’你覺得繼續與他/她交According to the past interactions, you think continuing 
^ ^ 往對你有利.’ to interact with him/her is beneficial to him/her 
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你 同 他/她 
必須 ^ 沒有 必須 
尊重 差異 • 尊 f i 
他/她 你 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
' 聊 
English version: 
According to your understanding of the opinion of ordinary people, what do you think the 
hierarchical difference between you and your “XX (guanxi)"? Examples of hierarchical 
difference are “bei，，，or hierarchical ranking in organization or the degree that you need to 
respect that person. Please give a rating on the following scale to indicate the hierarchical 
difference. +1 to +4 indicates that you are superior to that person, +4 means very superior (i.e. 
s/he must respect you). -1 to -4 indicates that you are inferior to that person, -4 means very 
inferior (i.e. you must respect him/her). 
You No She 
must difference must 
respect respect 
him/her 譯 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
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English version • 
What kinds of the obligations a person should fulfilled if you has that kind of guanxi with 
you，according to your understanding of the opinions of ordinary people. Please give a 
‘‘tick” the kind of obligations that you selected. 
According to understanding of ordinary people, to "XX (guanxi)" you should provide: 
口 Emergency-help Could not be a bystander when the counterpart is in danger 
m � p get involved in the social activities for maintaining the relationship, such as presenting 
U Gift-exchange � 
gin, delivering renqing, etc 
D Non-calculating Not to be too calculative to the counterpart, so as to pace the way for further interaction 
D Reciprocation Work with the counterpart for striking common welfare 
• Mutual-help Provide mutual help to each other when in need 
p, “ Provide the counterpart with materials and spiritual support voluntary, and not expect 
any return. But would not sacrifice the own welfare 
Help the counterpart voluntary, not stick with the own welfare, not looking 
0 Self-sacrifice for any return from the counterpart, and even willing to sacrifice the own 
interest 
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Appendix 5.3 (cont'd) 











m 、1 1,〔主動給予對方之所需物質及精神援助’不求或寄望對方的回報’但不會犠牲自 口主動關心及助人 
己的利益〕 
n ,〔主動幫助對方’不計較自己得失’不求或寄望對方的回報，甚至可以犠牲自己 口犠牲自我來助人 
的利益〕 
English version: 
What kinds of the obligations a person should fulfilled if s/he has that kind of guanxi with 
you, according to your understanding of the opinions of ordinary people. Please give a 
‘‘tick，，the kind of obligations that you selected. 
According to understanding of ordinary people, "XX (guanxi)" should provide you: 
• Emergency-help Could not be a bystander when the counterpart is in danger 
get involved in the social activities for maintaining the relationship, such as presenting 
U Gift-exchange , ‘ 
gift, delivering renqing, etc 
• Non-calculating Not to be too calculative to the counterpart, so as to pace the way for further interaction 
• Reciprocation Work with the counterpart for striking common welfare 
• Mutual-help Provide mutual help to each other when in need 
门 Provide the counterpart with materials and spiritual support voluntary, and not expect 
y any return. But would not sacrifice the own welfare 
Help the counterpart voluntary, not stick with the own welfare, not looking 
• Self-sacrifice for any return from the counterpart, and even willing to sacrifice the own 
interest 
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You are now in financial crisis, and need some money desperately to get through this. 
Specifically, you are required to raise a loan (HKD $10,000) today for clearing your 
account's debt due to the loss in share. Overdue the broker company will charge you with 
fine according to the 10% of your debt (i.e. max. $10,000). However, clearing the debt after 
today the amount of fine will be unchanged. Now, (Please write down the 
name of person with that guanxi) pop up in your mind. S/he is the only person you can access 
today, and you also know s/he is fully capable to lend you a loan of $10,000 in order to help 
you solve the problem. You also guarantee to return the debt to him/her as soon as possible. 
Now, would you ask him/her for lending you a loan? Of course, s/her has the right to reject 
your request. You can not seek for his/her any help (Please write $0 in the following blank), 
or ask for a full loan (write $10,000), or any number you want (write your decided amount). 
Please deicide: 
The amount of loan you would like to ask the above person with that guanxi is: 
HKD$ out of $10,000 
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You have a part time job in a marketing-surveying company, and are responsible to general 
works of collecting and designing questionnaire. Recently, you team was assigned a very 
tough project, a huge-scale marketing research, with up to 2000 questionnaire, are required to 
be completed within two weeks on client's request. Your team leader evenly assigned each of 
-the ten team members with 200 questionnaire quota and all have to be collected within 10 
days. The leader also declared in advance every uncompleted questionnaire will be punished 
with 1% of salary in case of overdue, and any make-up is not allowed. You are very scared, 
since you have already been working very hard in administrating the questionnaire in the past 
8 days and still 100 left. This implies that you will not receive paycheck this month (Fine = 
100 X 1% salary = monthly salary), and will face financial difficulty. You will not consider 
forgery because of moral conduct. Now, (Please write down the name of 
person with that guanxi) pop up in your mind. S/he is the only person you can access today, 
and you also know s/he is fully capable of helping you administrating these 100 questionnaire. 
Administrating needs “time，，. Now, would you seek for him/her help in administrating 
questionnaire? Of course, s/he has the right to reject your request. You can not seek for 
his/her any help (Please write $0 in the following blank), or ask for all 100 questionnaire 
(write $100), or any number you want (write your decided number). Please deicide: 
The piece of questionnaire you would like to ask the above person with that guanxi is: 
out of 100 
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(Please write down the name of person with that 
guanxi) is now in financial crisis, and need some money desperately to get through this. 
Specifically, s/he is required to raise a loan (HKD $10,000) today for clearing his/her 
account's debt due to the loss in share. Overdue the broker company will charge him/her with 
fine according to the 10% of his/her debt (i.e. max. $10,000). However, clearing the debt after 
today the amount of fine will be unchanged. Now, you pop up in his/her mind. You are the 
only person s/he can access today, and you also know you are fully capable to lend him/her a 
Joan of $10,000 in order to help him/her solve the problem. S/he also guarantees to return the 
debt to you as soon as possible. Now, s/he is asking you lending him/her a loan? Of course, 
you have the right to reject his/her request. You can not lend him/her any penny (Please write 
$0 in the following blank), or lend him/her a full loan (write $10,000), or any number you 
want (write your decided amount). Please deicide: 
The amount of loan you would like to lend the above person with that guanxi is: 
HKD$ out of $10,000 
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(Please write down the name of person with that 
guanxi)has a part time job in a marketing-surveying company, and are responsible to general 
works of collecting and designing questionnaire. Recently, his/her team was assigned a very 
tough project, a huge-scale marketing research, with up to 2000 questionnaire, are required to 
• be completed within two weeks on client's request. His/Her team leader evenly assigned each 
of the ten team members with 200 questionnaire quota and all have to be collected within 10 
days. The leader also declared in advance every uncompleted questionnaire will be punished 
with 1% of salary in case of overdue, and any make-up is not allowed. S/He us very scared, 
since s/he have already been working very hard in administrating the questionnaire in the past 
8 days and still 100 left. This implies that s/he will not receive paycheck this month (Fine = 
100 X 1% salary = monthly salary), and will face financial difficulty. S/he will not consider 
forgery because of moral conduct. Now, you pop up in his/her mind. You are the only person 
s/he access today, and you also know you are fully capable of helping him/her administrating 
these 100 questionnaire. Administrating needs "time". Now, would you help him/her to 
administrate questionnaire? Of course, you have the right to reject his/her request. You can 
not provide him/her with any help (Please write $0 in the following blank), or help to 
administrate all 100 questionnaire (write $100), or any number you want (write your decided 
number). Please deicide: 
The piece of questionnaire you would like to help the above person with that guanxi is: 
out of 100 
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Stimuli selection procedure and rationale 
The stimuli, or guanxi, being used in the current study, were selected in the guanxi pool 
of the study or Lau and others (Lau et al., 2005). In their study of categorizing a set of 130 
guanxi in three life domains, namely, family, education and daily like, Lau and others 
classified each domain's guanxi in term of their respective dimensions unfolded by MDS. In 
family domain, 48 guanxi were classified by affectiveness, perceived bei difference and 
reciprocity. In education domain, 34 guanxi were classified by affectiveness and perceived 
hierarchical difference. In daily life domain, 38 guanxi were classified by affectiveness and 
instrumentality. The current study extracted a set of guanxi from each life domain in the pool, 
with the criteria of low, middle and high scores in each dimension of the respective domain. 
For instance, in life domain there are 38 guanxi categorized in affectiveness and 
instrumentality two dimensions. The 38 guanxi was first categorized according to their 
standardized affectiveness score in ascending order. The first 30 percent of the guanxi were 
categorized as low-affective group, and the next 30 percent were medium-affective group, 
and the rest 40 percent to be high-affective group. Inside each affective group, the score of 
.instrumentality was ranked by following the same procedure and 9 subgroups in term of 
affectiveness and instrumentality were derived. One guanxi was picked from each sub-groups 
and hence resulted in nine guanxi in the final selection. If there was no guanxi in any 
subgroup, that subgroup was remained with no selection and replaced by picking 2 guanxi in 
another subgroup. However, the criteria was that the selections should be evenly distributed 
across each underlying dimensions specified to their respective life domain. 
For family domain with three dimensions, affectiveness and perceived bei were 
considered with priority because they matched with the assumed and real affection and 
hierarchical difference in the proposed model. Balancing across the dimension of reciprocity 
was tried to achieve after the other two dimensions were satisfied. Another criterion in family 
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domain was choosing the guanxis that one possibly had met in their daily life. 
By following the same procedure described above, 9 guanxi were selected from family 
domain. Examples were father, grandparent and cousin. For education domain, 11 guanxi 
were selected. Examples were high school alumnus, roommate and university group project 
member. Finally, in daily life domain, 12 guanxi were selected. Examples were neighbor, 
boyfriend/girlfriend and hi-bye friend. 
Aside from collecting guanxi from Lau et al.'s study, three working guanxi, namely, 
part-time colleague, part-time supervisor and ex-colleague, were included. The reason of 
including them is to broaden the scope of the current study by including some guanxi in 
participants' (university students) part-time work. Therefore, a total of 35 guanxi the final set. 
The list of guanxi with definition was in Table 5.5.1 
I 
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Details of pilot study 
Purposes 
Pilot study was carried out for three purposes: 1. Perform a dry run of the study's 
questionnaires for ensuring its smoothness of completing when in real study by collecting 
participants' opinions on length, word framing and reader friendliness. 2. Check reliability of 
the newly designed scales including real affection, assumed affection, and instrumentality. 3. 
Establishing a Thurstone's scale for Yang's seven obligation categories (Yang, 1999) 
suggested by assuming they are of single dimension, with varying in degree. 
Participants 
47 university students were recruited in the Chinese University of Hong Kong. They 
were all full time undergraduate or postgraduate students, with 16 male and 31 female and 
aged between 20 to 30 (Mean: 23.02，SD: 2.473). All of them participated in the study 
voluntarily. 
Measures 
The questionnaire in the pilot study consisted of the three parts of measures, the second 
and third part are the scale mentioned above. The first part was measuring the order of the 
seven obligation categories in Yang's model (Yang, 1999)，by using the techniques of 
Thurstone scale (Thurstone, 1927，1959; Coombs et al., 1970) with assuming the seven types 
are in single dimension, i.e. Guttman Scale. For filling in this part of measures, participants 
were asked to compare which kind of obligation category out of two in a pair is higher in 
demanding level. The seven obligation categories, by crossing with each other to form pairs, 
resulted in 21 pairs. 
For example, for a pair of gift-exchange vs. mutual-help, if one thought fulfilling 
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gift-exchange this obligation category demands more than mutual-help in term of the amount 
of money, time, effort, and resources, then they were asked to chose gift-presenting; and vice 
versa if they preferred mutual-help than gift-exchange. They were asked to make all 21 pairs 
in the measure after reviewing the definitions of the seven obligation categories. 
The second part of the questionnaire was collecting information of participant's rating to 
the guanxi specified in the questionnaire and to the counterpart they recalled as well, except 
hierarchical superiority/inferiority, the scales of real affection, assumed affection, 
instrumentality, and the level of obligation demanding level were all measuring in the 
directions of the participant's perspective and the counterpart's perspective. This doubling of 
scales resulted in 28 items. 
As for the third part of the questionnaire, four scenarios, in terms of resource-type and 
help-seeking-direction, were listed with a set of three contextual items under each scenario. 
Contextual items were set in hope of excluding the confounding effect on the participant's 
response due to scenario's setting. Specifically speaking, in the scenario that participant was 
asked to decide whether to ask the counterpart with particular guanxi for making loan and its 
amount if yes. However, the participant might make loan due to the financial problems 
specified in the scenario, no matter which kind of guanxi was encountered. In other words, 
the participant would think that they "should", or "are appropriate", to ask for loan in this 
scenario. 
The three items for situational appropriateness, in the scenario of direction of 
participants seeking help for the counterpart, are: (a) According to the above scenario, do you 
think making such a request to the person listed above (the targeted person)? (b) In real life, 
do you think making such a request to the person listed above (the targeted person)? (c) Do 
you think the person listed above (the targeted person) is able to provide you such a help? 
After the third part of the questionnaire, sex and age these two demographical variables 
of participants were collected. The sample pilot study questionnaire was in Appendix 5.6.1. 
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Stimuli 
For the pilot study, 12 guanxi from the pool of 35 guanxi selected by several criteria 
mentioned above, were further selected to serve as stimuli. They were also covering the three 
life domains evenly with 4 in each domain. The guanxi in family domain are mother, sibling, 
cousin and uncle/aunt. The guanxi in education domain are high school alumnus, university 
schoolmate and university professor/lecturer. The guanxi in daily life domain are doctor, 
neighbor, intimate friend and boyfriend/girlfriend. Therefore, the 12 guanxi resulted in 12 
sets questionnaire with each guanxi was design in every questionnaire. 
Procedure 
The participants, who voluntarily joined the pilot study, were first briefed with their 
rights and tasks to be completed in the questionnaire, and then they were asked to sign a 
consent form. After that, the participants were distributed one set of questions, out of the 12 
different versions in term of guanxi, randomly. Then the participants were asked to complete 
the first part of questionnaire by making 21 comparisons of the seven obligation categories. 
After that, before starting the remaining two parts of questionnaire, they were asked to recall 
a person they have met, specifically having interaction experience before, to serve as a target 
person to respond the items and scenario in the questionnaire. The name of that person were 
asked to write down at the first page and the second part of questionnaire and the participants 
were reminded always to refer to the person they had written down for answering any 
question, unless for the questions was specified to judge by social opinions. After completing 
the questionnaire, their opinions on the questionnaire, in terms of design, work framing, 
understanding of the items and suggestions for improvement were discussed with 
experimenter and recorded. Afterward, they were debriefed and left. All participants finished 
the questionnaire within 45 minutes. 
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Results 
For treating the response of 21 comparisons of the seven obligation categories, the 
procedures of calculating Thurstone scale (Thurstone, 1927a ,b, c; 1959; Coombs et al, 1970) 
was utilized with assuming the seven types are in single dimension, i.e. Guttman Scale. 
Whether the seven obligation categories were in single dimension was not able to answered 
here because of limited sample size (N=47), and was left to validate till the real study. The 
procedure of calculating the weight in Thurstone scale were as follows: First, the 
21-comparison responses of 47 participants were converted into a 7 by 7 frequency matrix, 
with row referred to the obligation categories preferable by the participants than the one in 
column. For example, for the cell of the row of emergency-help and the column of 
gift-exchange were meaning the number of participants chose emergency-help as a more 
demanding obligation category in a pair of emergency-help vs. gift-exchange pair. Therefore, 
the matrix consisted of 49 cells with all diagonal cells equaled to zero. 
The frequency matrix was then transformed into proportion matrix by dividing the 
frequency in each cell by the number of participants. After that, a odd matrix was calculated 
by transforming the datum in each cell with the following formula: D/(l-D)，where D is the 
datum in the cell. Then this odd value was taken a natural log to derive another matrix. With 
having such a matrix, each obligation their level of demanding could be calculated out by 
averaging every row's data and then taking exponential. For example, the demanding level of 
emergency-help was derived by averaging all the data in the row of emergency-help. Finally, 
seven rows resulted in seven numbers indicating their respective obligation's demanding 
level, with smaller value referred to less demanding obligation (See Figure 5.6.1). 
The result showed that the following order of obligation categories by demanding level 
in ascending order: reciprocation (0.431)，mutual-help (0.555), non-calculating (0.659), 
gift-exchange (0.669)，emergency-help (0.772), voluntary-care (1.850) and self-sacrifice 
(6.128). The result did not follow the proposed order of Yang's theoretical model, which 
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could be due to two possibilities. First, the seven obligation categories in Yang's model are 
t 
not in single dimensions. Or in single dimension, but they are in different kinds of order. The 
task of validating was brought in the main study afterward, by running factor analysis and 
Guttman scale validation with a much larger sample. However, the order derived in this set of 
data was also used as one of the ranking possibility of obligation demanding level in Guttman 
scale validation, other than the Yang's suggestions. 
For the scales of real affection, assumed affection, and instrumentality, their reliability 
indices are all satisfactory, ranged from .62 to .94. Though without the support of internal 
consistency by factor analysis due to the limited sample size, the satisfactory reliability still 
encouraged the current scales for different constructs could be used. 
As for the scenario part in questionnaire, many participants complained about the 
/ 
wordings and especially for money scenarios, $10,000 debt was too few. Therefore, the 
scenarios were revised in a way of increasing the loan amount to $100,000 and adjusting 
some phrases and wordings in order to increase reader-friendliness. Another common opinion 
on pilot study was the three items for situational appropriateness behind each scenario were 
unable to capture whether participants' responded based on scenario demands or guanxi 
factors. Therefore, the items for situational appropriateness were revised according to 
participants' opinions. In addition to revising the items, three items of moral contextual and 
face concern were added to the item pools in order to enrich its content. 
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一一、 1⑶ , 〔主動給予對方之所需物質及精神援助，不求或寄望對方的回報，但不會 主動關心及助人 犠牲自己的利益〕 
磁;^ 瓜内迎士弘, 〔主動幫助對方，不計較自己得失，不求或寄望對方的回報，甚至可以犠 




m m m m u 義務行爲_!1丑 義務行爲_[1人 義務行 
緊急時候提供援手Vs 禮尙往來 互助 Vs 主動關心及助人 
犧牲自我來助人 Vs 互助 緊急時候提供援手Vs 互助 
主動關心及助人 Vs緊急時候提供援手 犧牲自我來助人 Vs 合作互惠 
合作互惠 Vs 主動關心及助人 禮尙往來 Vs 主動關心及助人 
互助 Vs 禮尙往來 樣牲自我來助人 Vs 不斤斤計較 
緊急時候提供援手Vs犧牲自我來助人 不斤斤計較 Vs 合作互惠 
禮尙往來 Vs 不斤斤計較 禮尙往來 Vs犧牲自我來助人 
不斤斤計較 Vs 互助 合作互惠 Vs 禮尙往來 
主動關心及助人 Vs 不斤斤計較 主動關心及助人 Vs 犧牲自我來助人 
互助 Vs 合作互惠 合作互惠 Vs緊急時候提供援手 
不斤斤計較 Vs緊急時候提供援手 





絕 不 有 無 有 同 絕 
不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 
意 不 同 意 
同 意 
意 
I你願意與他/她有福同享、有禍同當 " T H 7 " 7 " " 7 " " T 
你願意將自己心中的秘密與他/她傾訴 T T T T T T T 
你對他/她的個性、興趣以及生活習慣非常了解 T " T " " T H " T 7 
當生活中遇到如意或不如意時’你總是會尋求他/她的開解及支 
05 m m m m m t j T T T T T T T 
"oT在過去的交往中，他/她對你所作的行爲〔如對你的態度、人際行 
—爲〕都符合你對他/她的期望 
0 7你覺得在過去交往中’他 /她都盡了你們關係所應有的要求〔即符m Y " T y 
—合該關係在社會一般禮儀上的要求’或是否依禮〕 
你對過往你們的交往感到非常滿意 
09根據過去你們的交往，你願意繼續與他/她保持來往 I 1 I 2 I 3丨4丨5丨6 I 7 — 
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請你從上述關係人仕的角度考慮，根據與上述關係人仕親身交往的經驗回答以下題目： 
絕不有 I無 I有 I同 I、絕 
不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 
意 不 同 意 
同 意 
意 
他/她願意與你有福同享、有禍同當 — “ f T T T T T T 
IT他/她願意將他/她心中的秘密與你傾訴 T T T T T T T 
IT他/她對你的個性、興趣及生活習慣非常了解 f T T T T T T 
1 3 當 他 / 她 在 生 活 中 遇 到 如 意 或 不 如 意 時 ’ 總 是 會 尋 求 你 的 開 解 及 Y — ^ 
" I T m m m m m m m m u " T T T T T T T 
15在過去的交往中，你對他/她所作的行爲〔如對他/她的態度、人 
際行爲〕都符合他/她對你的期望 
16在過去相處中，他/她覺得你盡了你們關係所應有的要求〔即符I " n T " " T 
—合該關係在社會一般禮儀上的要求，或是否依禮〕 
~他/她對過往你們的交往感到非常滿意 f T T T T T T 
18根據過去你們的交往，他/她願意繼續與你保持來往 I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 
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現在，請根據社會一般人仕的看法〔並非你與上述關係人仕交往經驗〕回答以下問題： 
請注意：社會一般人仕並不了解你們的交情及交細驗，只知道他/她難的「情侶」。 
絕 不 有 無 有 同 絕 
不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 




I 社 會 一 般 人 認 爲 ’ 你 應 將 自 己 心 中 的 秘 密 與 他 / 她 傾 訴 r T T T T T T 
21社會一般人認爲’你應對他/她的個性、興趣以及生活習慣非常m H "T Y 
i m 
22 社會一般人認爲’當生活中遇到如意或不如意時’你應尋求他/ T T T T T T T 
一她的開解及支持 
I社會一般人認爲’你們的關係應該相當親密的 一 





求你的開解及支持 I I I I I I I 
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28.你認爲在社會一般人眼中，你與上述關係人仕的等級差異是多少？等級差異是指你 
與此關係的人之間的輩份，職級從屬或尊卑差異。請在以下量表中圈出你的看法。+1 




必須 沒有 必須 
尊重 差異 尊重 
他/她 ， 你 ， 







































絕 不 有 無 有 同 絕 
不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 
意 不 同 意 
同 意 
意 
1 ~ 在 上 述 處 境 中 ， 你 認 爲 向 上 述 關 係 人 仕 作 出 上 述 貸 款 丁 
- 請求是恰當的 
一 1 ^在真實生活中，你認爲向上述關係人仕作出上述貸款 
請求是恰當的 
1 ~ 你 認 爲 上 述 關 係 人 仕 在 現 實 生 活 中 真 的 有 能 力 提 供 f T T T T T T 
你上述塡寫的貸款 I I I I I I I 
















你會請求上述關係人仕幫忙派發問卷的數目爲：100份中的 份 0 
絕 不 有 無 有 同 絕 
不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 
意 不 同 意 
同 意 
意 
1 ^ 在 上 述 處 境 中 ， 你 認 爲 向 上 述 關 係 人 仕 作 出 上 述 請 求 T T T T T T T 
是恰當的 
1 ~ 在 真 實 生 活 中 ， 你 認 爲 向 上 述 關 係 人 仕 作 出 上 述 請 求 Y Y Y Y y T " Y 
是恰當的 
1 你 認 爲 上 述 關 係 人 仕 在 現 實 生 活 中 真 的 有 能 力 提 供 T T T T T T T 
你上述塡寫問卷數目的幫助 I I I I I I I 














不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 





一 1 ^在真實生活中，你認爲上述關係人仕向你作出上述舉TTTTTTT 
債要求是恰當的 
"3^你認爲你在現實生活中真的有能力提供上述你塡寫fTTTTTT 
的貸款金額 I I I I I I I 

















絕 不 有 無 有 同 絕 
不 同 一 意 一 意 對 
同 意 點 見 點 同 
意 不 同 意 
同 意 
意 
1 在 上 述 處 境 中 ， 你 認 爲 上 述 關 係 人 仕 向 你 作 出 上 述 請 T T T T T T T 
求是1 合當的 
一 1 在 真 實 生 活 中 ， 你 認 爲 上 述 關 係 人 仕 向 你 作 出 上 述 請 T T T T T T T 
求是恰當的 . 
1 你 認 爲 你 在 現 實 生 活 中 真 的 有 能 力 提 供 上 述 數 目 的 r T T T T T T 
問卷派發協助 I I I I I I I 
個 人 颜 “ 
年齡： . 
性別： 男 / 女 
• • • 問 卷 完 成 ， 感 謝 你 的 參 與 • • • 
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Appendix 5.7 
Sample scenario s items for situational appropriateness 
The six items for situational appropriateness were identical in every scenario, so only a set of 




絕 點 一 絕 
不 不 不 點 對 
同 同 同 同 同 同 
^^  ^^  ^^  ^^  ^^  
在上述處境中，你認爲向「這位志同道合的朋友」作出 
上述貸款請求… 
• ' “ - • 是恰當的 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
合情合理 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
： ： . • 有失體統 ’ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
合乎道德 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
. . 是應該的 1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 
有失面子 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
English version: 
f I - ^ 
B a (TQ- 3 
TO 会 TO 导 、 7 
(TO QTQ OTQ QTQ ore OTQ <6 O ft fC (t TO (C (t ft (t fC ft 
In the above scenario, you think making such request (by 
yourself or counterpart) is... 
. : � Acceptable 1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Reasonable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not socially acpjptable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Moral 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Appaopriate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Losing face 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Appendix 5.8 
Discussion on the design of online research 
Online Research Validity 
Since the Web revolution and the invention of the Internet of the 1990s has stimulated a 
huge amount of researches of social sciences conducted on the Internet for different research 
topics (Gosling et al., 2004). Many people were concern about the validity of conducting 
researches or administrating questionnaire on online basis, in terms of less control over the 
context of experiments, sample biases, unexpected effect due to the presentation format of the 
Internet site, non-serious response and inconsistency with traditional methods (for details, see 
Reips, 2000; Kraut et al., 2004). 
However, as the flourishing amount of online researches providing a large database for 
researchers validating them with their counterparts by using traditional methods such as 
paper-and-pencil and telephone call, evidence emerged that researches conducted on the 
Internet are equivalent to that by traditional methods in term of quality (e.g., Krantz & Dalal， 
2000; Gosling et al., 2004). For examples, regarding to the study of correlational design, 
which also was used in the current study, past researches showed that there was no difference 
between online data and paper-and-pencil data in their findings (e.g., Buchanan & Smith， 
1999; Smith & Leigh, 1997). Furthermore, Reips (2000) claimed that under a sophisticated 
validation procedures of online data, the online research could give a similar evidence 
compared with traditional researches, plus other advantages such as low running cost, diverse 
enough sampling, high statistical power, diminishing experimenter effects and demand 
characteristics (also see Gosling et al , 2004). Therefore, after reviewing the past opinions on 
the Internet research, it was argued that putting the questionnaire of the current study on the 
Internet was feasible and desirable. 
Online Questionnaire 
Features in web design The web design followed most of the suggestions by Reips 
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(2000，p. 110). First, an attractive cover page with CUHK's and psychology department's logo 
ensured a user friendly and attractive web, in order to increase the respondent's confidence in 
the study. Moreover, I posted the questionnaire website under the psychology department 
server, for increasing the study's trustworthiness. Third, the name of research institution and 
researchers, the scientific purpose of the study and contact information appeared at the 
beginning of the questionnaire. Fourth, throughout the questionnaire, the respondent's 
confidentiality was told being strictly protected. Fifth, I offered an incentive - lucky draw of 
HKD $1,000 of winning - to motivate the respondent's incentive and diminish dropout rate. 
Sixth, I sent a feedback with debriefing sheet to the respondent after finishing the 
questionnaire. I also used some techniques for creating a high entrance barrier (Reips, 2000)， 
such as telling the respondent the seriousness of the study, asking them their email address 
and phone number and telling them how long the questionnaire would be. 
Design The online questionnaire was the same as the questionnaire revised in the 
previous pilot study, except collecting more demographical data of the respondent in the 
online version, which will be discussed later. I requested a server space of department of 
psychology, CUHK for posting the online questionnaire in PHP JAVA language. The public 
completed the questionnaire on this website: www.psv.cuhk.edu.hk/~lkhlau/index.htm. 
Sample online questionnaire can be found in Appendix 5.9. The online questionnaire 
was divided into four parts. Part 1 was an electronic consent form, followed by an instruction 
page about how to complete the questionnaire. Then came to the page of guanxi selection in 
which the respondent chose the guanxi they have met before and the computer assigned them 
the targeted guanxi amongst the chosen throughout the questionnaire. Following the 
respondent had to provide some basic information about the person with that guanxi, such as 
the name of that person, how long they have known each other (i.e. guanxi duration), how 
often they interact (interaction frequency) and other guanxi they shares than the assigned one 
if any. 
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Part 2 of the questionnaire was the scales of real affection, assumed affection, 
instrumentality, hierarchical superiority/inferiority and the obligation demanding level, 
consists of 31 items totally. 
Part 3 was the 4 scenarios and the 24 items for situational appropriateness with 6 under 
each scenario. Part 4 collected the respondent's demographical information and personal 
information for lucky draw. Because all kinds of people could complete the online 
questionnaire and which caused the sample not to be exclusive to university students, so I 
collected two more demographical data apart from sex and age, in order to extract the 
university students. The two variables were educational and working statuses. For the 
variable of educational status, the respondent had to choose whether he or she was a 
secondary student, a full-time tertiary student, a part-time tertiary student, a full-time 
graduate student, a part-time graduate student or others, totally of six options. For the 
variable of working status, he or she selected among three options: full-time staff, part-time 
staff, or unemployed. 
In order to boost the response rate, for anyone finished the questionnaire was eligible to 
join the lucky draw for winning HKD $1,000, and some other personal information were 
collected on this basis. They were the respondent's email address, contact number and the 
first four digits of their Hong Kong Identity Card number for identification. 
Interactive features in questionnaire Several unique features were added in the online 
questionnaire for interactive purposes. First, the respondent was first free to select all guanxi 
that they had interacted or have been interacting in the past. When they chose more than one 
guanxi, the system assigned a guanxi randomly among them. The random selection process 
achieves two advantages. First, through self-selection, the respondent knew some people with 
the guanxi assigned, those people will be the targeted person for the respondent to answer 
throughout the whole questionnaire. In other words, the respondent had a real target to refer 
to and not necessarily to guess. Second, by random selection process we balanced the number 
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of responses to different guanxi. For instance, we could avoid those popular guanxi like 
parents or siblings to be selected while some other unpopular like doctor or neighbor to be 
ignored. 
Another interactive feature in the questionnaire was that the respondent was always 
reminded who was their targeted person and which was the guanxi they were responding, by 
posting the name of the targeted person and guanxi on the top of every page of the 
questionnaire. For example, my brother's name was John and I inputted "John" into the 
system before filling in the questionnaire. When I was answering the questionnaire items, by 
considering from John's perspective (the counterpart's perspective), the screen automatically 
generated an instruction like "please consider from John's perspective and answer the 
following questions''. This interactive feature made sure that the respondent would not forget 
the targeted person and guanxi they were referring to when completing the questionnaire. 
Another example comes from the scenarios. For instance, in a scenario, I was being asked to 
decide whether to ask John for loan, the name of John would be appeared in the scenario, like 
"Now, John is the only person you can access, and you know..." By doing this, the degree of 
scenario simulation is enhanced. 
The third interactive feature was the response checking system. The system checked 
whether all questions were properly answered when submitting every page. In other words, 
there was no missing data for the final data set, which is also a major advantage of online 
research (Johnson, 2001). 
The fourth interactive feature was that the system would randomly counterbalance 
between the part of the scenarios and the part of the scales' items of the questionnaire. 
Specifically, some respondents played the scenarios first while some others answered the 
scales' items first. 
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Appendix 5.9 
Sample online questionnaire 
m香港中文大學 ^ i 
The ‘ 份 pg ； 
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人 際 關 係 問 卷 g 
請按此進入問卷網具 I 
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‘ n 堂兄 siii妹 r 妹 .ft 
� 5 «父或 *母 r姐（或妹）夫或嫂（或弟W) £ 
n祖父或租母 r外組父或外祖母 C 
n /1^1»1校友 「大堪同系騰(即丁utor) I 
•大舉教授或a師 n中ill老師(以前在中III時抵_老師> ：， 
n ft舍同激住在两一宿舍房圍的室友） r中舉會社幹 IK曾於中舉內一&參加幹亊會） t 
n大舉(ttX(你在大舉裡聪脚的如校工、保安） r大舉？?作同組組員(一起供Gioup Project) 
n同堪親《(你聪脚同舉的親AJ 「醫生(你的及被<6/她於浙過的li© 
n看R(你届住檔宇|[8)1苑聪_管理R) n鄰届 《 
11麻雀友或波友或gyra友 厂校外饼程同舉組員(一起參加同一校外拥程賠勘 \ 
nste朗朋友 r同H{或同®住’ Flatmate) \ 
n校外拥程_(參加校外拥程聪_»^) r銜彷(S住環境用团愁_；0 L 
1 -兼闻辜 广兼WLh司 f 
f" «闻IK以前工作機播聪脚的AJ JE 
1 
y 
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I ： ： 
2.你與上述人仕認脚务久？（以年針’若少於1年，則以小數输入�SD4偭月’則輪入03 ) I 年 
3.你與上述人仕接明的次數® ： ‘ 
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Sample online questionnaire 
關係：Test M^ ’ 
浦你從自己的角度考If�’根摊與Test親身交往的裡驗回答以下埋目： 
« 有一K 有一》 mm 
不 不 不 
同 ® 同 意 闻 意 B 意 同 憲 同 意 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I • 
01你HIE與傲她有福同莩、有禍闻 I f (？ r r 广 广 r 
02 你脚«將自己心中的秘密與啦她傾餅 r a r r r C r ；• 
03 ； 個 性 、 i B i 趣 J j i ® : 生 ^ ^ ^ ^ P I 
OA *生括中通到如息或不如EH寺，你姊是 - - - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
會 4 1求膽的闻瓶支持 c � � r C . � r 
05 你們的囲^^样术友好 r r r r 广 r 
在過去的交往中’脑對你所膽行思 
06 (如對你的?SI;Jt�AI^行思）都符合你 广 （？ 广 r 广 r r ’ 
_ 她 的 期 2 
你蘭在触交往中’細都 S 了你們 ！ 
07 面 係 所 要 求 （ 即 符 合 骸 r a i ^ 社 r r C r r r ： 
會 -般龍 J i K l要求 > 或是否依趣) 
08 r g r r r r r 
- 你 - 譲 … … … � I, 
I 
_ 關係：Test I 
現在，浦棋據 f t會一般人仕的看法(並非你與T e s t的交往_ )回答以下隨： i . 
箭注意：社會一般人仕並不了解你們的交情及交往經驗，只知道你們有上述的「困係» 
« 有HB 有HB 絕對 
不 不 不 
闻意 闻意 同宽 同 同 ® 同意 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0社會一般人鹿思’ 她應與你有福同享、 广 广 P r 广 r P 
有祸间當 
ggj^ flft 入㈱;S ’ fez ㈣ ^ ^ 广 广 广 广 广 
P 社會一般人艇爲’ IS/她應對你的個性、與 . - ^ - ^ . . 丄2趣及生括»憤非常了解 r r r f � r 广 
,,社會—般人聪思，業胁她在生活中遇到如 - - . ^ . - -丄 不 如 《 時 ， 臞 尋 求 你 的 _ 及 娥 � r r r C r � ： 
u社‘"•般人認思，你們的胡係IS該相赏友 r r r r r r 
14 好的 r r o r r c :: 
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格 有一K 有一K mi 
不 不 不 i 
阈 ® 闻 闻 ® 同蕙 同窻 闻意 
！ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ； 
15 1 1 ^ _ ； 1 與 你 有 播 闻 ； 9 ： 、 r C C r r r r 
16 c r, c c c, c c ；. 
^^她^^你的個性、1«4趣及生括??«非1>»? ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
了解 
18 Wi^她在生括中遇到如;t或不如;w^， 广 广 e e 广 广 广 總是會尋求你的醜a支持 
19 mmwrnrmm^mim r c c c r c c ； 
在通鄉交往中，你對恤賺作的行思 卜 
20 ( 如 對 胁 ！ 粮 度 、 人 際 行 馬 合 C C r C C C C i 
傲 顧 你 的 期 2 「 
在通去相庞中’ fis/她规搏你盡了你們ra fe 
2 1係所應有的要求（即符合骇囲係在社龠一C r r r r r r f 
般麵上的g求，或是否依就） j 
22 ffi/她對5ft往你們的交往感到非常滿；f 广 r r C C 广 r 
2 3根據過去你們的交往’誦讓細《 ^ . - - - . - I： 




‘現在’铺根據 f e會一般人仕的看法(並非T e s t與你的交往隱）回答以下嶋： 
蒲注窓：社會一般人仕並不了解你們的交情及交往綞驗，只知道你們有上述的「圉係J » 
» 有一B 有一點 格對 ^ 
不 不 不 
同思 同 ® 同意 闫 ® 同3S 同 ® 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
24 g會 J l i j ^ l思，你腮與似她有福同 P ^^  广 广 P 广 广 ,； 
25 人抵；S , 你 _ 自 & 心 中 - - ^ - ^ „ ^ ： 
^^ 與 細 纖 ^ C V 
rye > ^ ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ •：! 
⑶ _ 織 生 括 》 惯 非 訂 解 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ；‘ 
7 7社會一般人聪思’當生活中遇到如不 P - - - ^ ^ -
“如； t 時，你應賊誦的照解及支持 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
28 gg—般人鹿思’你們的ra係應該相«友 广 广 广 广 广 广 
• • ：！:*! ：；： 
•5： 
i 
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¥ 你 似 V 
她 
m 2 必 义 
胥 須 
尊 》 
« a 9 
她 你 
4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4 
r c r r r r r r r ；； 
JtlLi 
關係：Test ^ ？ 
3 0 .現在，铺你棋據社舍一般人仕的； &法，m � T e s t」應向你 s何種親務责任。浦在以出的各種親務斌別出合通的 ( m m ^ 
一多穩睪）： 丨 
社會一般人仕聪苗，Test應向你趙的義務行®包括： \ 
「 ^ m m m (業我有危雌，不能見死不救） 丨： 
手 丨 
• i i尙往來 （麥與帷努關係的社交活助，如眼送播物、抬我人情等） i 
n 不斤斤計較 （不與我計真得太日脚，因而雙方可以惜此情而有進一交往） 1' 
n 合作互惠 (與我？？心一起努力爭取》方共同的利益) i 
n 互助 （梅互在對方1R要時給予mffi的解助） 
n 主 動 r a 心 R B 力 人 （ 主 動 給 予 勿 質 及 稍 神 援 助 ’ 不 求 或 寄 望 我 的 ， 但 不 會 她 的 利 r^  
r 稱牲自我來助人（主動 _我，不膽誦的得失 ,不求或寄望 •回報’甚至可以稱牲啦 _利 ：’ 




r 擎想時候提供援 (請她有危難 ,不能見死不救 ) J： 
n m m (參與維键關係的社交活動，如送雄物、抬啦她人情等) I： 
n 不斤斤S十較 （不與似她針算得太明確’因而雙方可以惜Ifctw而有進一交往） r 
n 合 作 ( 與 御 她 齊 心 一 起 势 力 乎 取 雙 方 共 同 的 利 益 〕 
n 互助 （梅互在對方镇要予所截的«助） 
广主勡關心及助人（主動抬予敝她之所髂物質及稱神援助’不求或寄望^^她的回報，但不會描牲•利 i 
益〕 '， 
「 入 （ 主 動 镇 助 啦 她 ， 不 計 較 • 得 失 ， 不 求 或 寄 回 報 ， 甚 以 u r n • 利 
S 
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你現在面對財政困雌，急稱要一簞錢週W。你ffl®在今天內»得拾萵元（HK$iOO.OOO )�過期iSSl55銀行將徹收欠軟（即最务$100’000 )的10% i 
作思定額罰軟0若能夠在這天裡總交尙餘欠軟終，低。醜了今天總交議軟金額不掀變•道時，你鄉 ' " T e s t J � 現 在 ， 啦 ' I 
她是你唯一可以接瓶到的人，而你亦知道《/她有能力抬你拾萬元的》敦以《助你解块闭趙，你亦保趙會S快還軟。時，你會SB求啦她惜i 




你會肉-"Test J借货的金教思：J100000元中的I 元• f 
i 
« 有一》 有一》 mm K 
不 不 不 V 
同 ® 同;£ 同！S 同某 同芝. 同某 I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 
述虚境中’ • 思 向 上 I 
述 B S 係 人 仕 作 出 J i a ^ 貨 K 
求• • • 
A1 是恰霣的 r C r r r r r 
A2 - r r r r c r r y 
A3 合乎«枝 r r r r r r c S 
A4 ^'fjItlS r r r r r r r ^ 
A5 是腿的 r r r r r r r | 





內 _ -並申明如不能•期前完成將愈以毎1個r未完成肪闭」扣除人工1%作莉則，事後補交基不容_。你相«榜值 > 因®你已非常努 ^ 
力地打11括傲問。8天時ffl過去了，卻運剩下150個0你道兩天運可以完成50個，剩下100悃�ilSH^這一個月你完全沒有收入（13軟=100 i 
“份Xl%工資=整月工資)’而將面臨激唆的經困雌》基於道徳ISJJi ,你不ISi^S遣筋W枯果。道時，你想到�Test J •膨她是你今天唯一可^F 
以接脚到的人•而你亦知道似她有能力抬完成《餘的100個《括舫|81。毎完成一悃如舌訪問1R要你0分勤「時fflj (100悃約如0小 t； 
時）。這時’你會拥求啦她K忙完成多少個《括肪問？ m,傲她有權拒絕你的铺求。你可m個us舌舫問也不拥求（fflWD ) ’或全數100 
個U括SfilSI都找啦她《忙。拥由0-100，寫出你會向^/她铺求《忙完成電括肪問的數目。 
fj 
— … — 一 . . 一 — 一 — . . “ “ I 
你會ffl求「Test J幫忙完成電話肪W的數目思：100個中的I 個 • 
•I 
« 有一酤 有一》 Ift對 U 
不 不 不 
同憲 m 同：£ 同 憲 闻 憲 同 憲 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ： 
在上述庞境中，你聪思向上 
述 朋 係 人 仕 作 出 上 述 y 
求• • • f 
Al .. 是恰Sr的 广 广 广 广 广 r r I 
A2 合 ft 合理 r r r r c r r ？f 
A3 合 乎 M 統 . 广 广 r c c r $ 
% 
A4 “ 合乎道德 r r r c r c r ^ 
！ 
A5 基應膝的 r r r 广 广 r c | 
A6 不失面子 o c c r r r | 
.,、， I 
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�Test�現在面對財政困雌，急截要一華錢週《。胁她《要在今天內惜？射合萬元（HK$100,000 )。過斯級交銀行將潘收欠軟（即最务 、 
$100,000 )的10%作思定額罰軟0若能夠ftil天裡總交尚餘欠歉愈务，則罰軟愈低• • 了今天則罰 t S：^額不變。現在，你是敝她 
唯一可以接到的人，而你亦有能力抬«/她拾萬元的貧軟以《助傲她解决ISIJ8 ’ f f i /她亦保 f f i將。道時，你會决定倦抬傲她务少： 
軟壤？你可以不惜予傲她（甜在下面位置壤$0),亦可以全數f&予fl^她(ffl填$100,000 ) ,或者中m的任何數字（浦壤的銀碼）。铺 . 
腳 ： 
你會措抬-"Test J的金琪 ® ： $100000元中的I ：元• I 
m 有一 K 有一》 稱對 
不 不 不 
闻惪 同意 HSt HSt 同第. 同ST. ！ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
在上述庞境中’ ftt^思JlJ® 
胡係人仕向你作出上述»軟 
拥求• • • 
Ai 是恰 If 的 r r r r r r r 
A2 - c r c r r r r , 
A3 ^^ flt^ X r c c r r r r 
A4 r r r r r r c 
A5 是應 c r r r r r r \ 
A6 不失面子 广 r • 广 广 广 r 广 
摸擬處境4 “ 
講細閱以下的處境描述，並根據處境的要求回答以下問思： 
�Test J _ 於 一 w 市 • 査 公 司 ， 效 青 以 職 嫺 進 行 市 • 査 的 工 作 。 誦 的 小 組 圓 接 到 一 份 非 職 稍 工 作 。 - m m m m m . 
棚査因1痛客要求下須在兩週內,而所现完成H話舫問的數目思3,000個。小組組長平均分拾全組十各300個赏話肪ISI&511 
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霞10小時）》逞時，啦她向_求«忙，你會决定Kite/她完成多少偭肪問？你可以1悃也不答應(),或全數100悃《|^/她_。糖由 
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Appendix 5.9 (Cont'd) 
Sample online questionnaire 
個人資料 1 
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Appendix 5.10 
Details on data screening process 
Many past researches supported the validity of online research, but to a large extent that 
should be based on sophisticated data validation procedure, or selecting criteria (e.g., Gosling 
et al , 2004; Krantz & Dalal，2000; Reips, 2000). The measures of web page design had been 
already discussed before. Here, for data validation, the experience of the ideas of data 
screening used by Johnson (2001) on online data screening would be taken as reference in the 
current study. 
Following Johnson's logic, the first to do is identifying repeated submission. To this end, 
any submission with same in e-mail address, HKID card first four digits or contact numbers 
would be treated as repeated submission and discarded. 2 cases were discarded under this rule. 
The second measure is identifying non-responsive answering, or in order words, answer items 
repeatedly such as 10 items with response 1 consecutively. To this end, a mini program in 
SPSS syntax language was created to calculate the maximum repeated response of every 
participant. The data treated under this program were from two aspects. The first is the 28 
items of the scales for real affection, assumed affection, and instrumentality in the second 
part of questionnaire. The second is the 36 contextual items under the six scenarios. I argued 
that, for the 28 scale items, repeated responses would not be more than 10 items; while no 
more 12 repeated responses for the 36 contextual items by repeating the response in the 
whole 2 web pages. Any participant with more than 10 repeated responses in the scale items 
or 12 responses in the contextual items was treated as non-responsive answering and 
discarded. This resulted in more than 150 cases were discarded. 
The third and fourth criteria were designed especially for this study. The third criterion is 
checking contradiction between factual information of guanxi duration and age. Take cases 
responding to the guanxi of father and mother as examples, in which participants' age and 
their guanxi duration with parents should be equal since the participants were expected not 
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orphans or adopted children, which were out of scope of the current study. As for the guanxi 
of teachers and staff in education domain, age-guanxi-duration difference should be greater 
than the participants' age being admitted in schools (secondary & university). Lastly, for 
other guanxi, the criterion is simply the age must be greater than the guanxi duration. Any 
case violated these rules was taken as invalid and discarded. 
The fourth criterion is the contradiction between education and work status these two 
demographical variables. Obviously a participant who was a full-time tertiary or research 
student was impossible to be a full-time worker. So, cases violated this rule were treated as 
invalid. Furthermore, for the sake of pure sample, which only comprised of university 
students, cases with full-time work status were discarded. 
The above four criteria were used to filter out any invalid responses in terms of repeated 
submission, repeating answering, contradiction between some factual information. The 
rationale behind the criteria is they are all based on factual error, for example, participants' 
age is smaller than the guanxi duration with the person with that guanxi. Any kind of 
influential or deductive criteria, such as the normative affectiveness of guanxi of father 
should not be lower than certain level, was not used in order to avoid circular explanation and 
experimenter's expectation. 
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Appendix 6.1 
Validation of the construct validity of scales of instrumentality and assumed/real affections 
Construct Validity of Instrumentality 
Below was the analysis for confirming the construct validity of instrumentality. To 
confirm the construct validity of instrumentality scale, an external scale with similar concept 
-reciprocity - was used to provide empirical evidence by correlating which with the 
instrumentality scale. I sought for the concept of reciprocity because of its similar 
connotation to instrumentality that both are referring to the behavior exchange, as well 
discussed before. The external scale used in validation was the Personal Norm of Reciprocity 
scales (or PNR, Perugini et al., 2003). PNR includes three constructs of reciprocity, they are: 
(a) reciprocity belief, (b) positive reciprocity, and (c) negative reciprocity. 
In the validation, I only used the latter two constructs because reciprocity belief was 
referring to one's personal belief regarding reciprocity, or one's belief on the effectiveness of 
the reciprocity norm and anticipation of others' reciprocity, but nothing to do with 
interpersonal context. Positive reciprocity referred to the willingness of performing 
cooperative behaviors in positive interpersonal events; while behaving retaliatory in negative 
interpersonal events for negative reciprocity (Perugini et al , 2003). Instrumentality was a 
concept of whether both sides of a relationship with specific guanxi fulfilled their obligations 
in the past interactions, like give-and-take in positive reciprocity, but not akin to tit-for-tat in 
negative reciprocity. The correlation of instrumentality, thereby, should be positive with 
positive reciprocity and zero with negative reciprocity. 
The 18 PNR items in positive and negative reciprocity, with nine in each component, 
were first changed their wordings to make it. in line with the instrumentality scale. The 
original PNR items are context free, such as "I am ready to undergo personal costs to help 
somebody who helped me before". In the validation process, the items' wordings were 
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changed in order to ask the respondent to finish the items by referring to a particular person 
with whom they had interacted. For example, "S/he, who I helped him/her before, is ready to 
undergo personal costs to help me". The 18 PNR items were then administrated together with 
the 4-item instrumentality scale (extracted from the participant's perspective) to another 40 
participants. Appendix 6.1.1 displays sample validation questionnaire. The 40 participants 
were all university full-time students, aged from 21 to 33 (Mean = 23.82，SD = 2.427)，10 
males and 30 females, they were asked to complete the PNR and the instrumentality scales by 
referring to a particular person with whom they had interaction experience. Results showed 
that instrumentality were correlated positively with positive reciprocity (r = 0.57, p < .05), in 
high effect size (Cohen, 1988); while no relationship with negative reciprocity (r = .05, p 
> .05) could be found. The results provided strong empirical evidence on the construct 
validity of the instrumentality scale. 
Construct Validity of Real/Assumed Affections 
To confirm the construct validity of the scales of assumed and real affections (their 
scales are same in contents but different in wordings), I calculated the average assumed 
affection scores in different guanxi in the current study and used them to compare with the 
averages score in respective guanxi in affectiveness in Lau et al.'s study (2005). For example, 
I calculated the average assumed affection scores of father, mother and sibling in family 
domain and they ranked as father the highest, sibling the lowest, where mother in the middle. 
Then I compared with the average affectiveness scores of father, mother and sibling in Lau et 
al.'s study (2005) to see whether the two ranking patterns are similar. If so, that meant the 
scales of assumed and real affections captured the scores of different guanxi similar to that in 
the past research, and hence provide a strong support of its construct validity. 
Choosing assumed, but not real affections for validating the scale was because the 
affectiveness derived in the Lau et al.'s study blended both real interaction experience and 
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social opinions together. The existence of social opinions in the concept of Lau et al.'s 
affectiveness was more suitable to compare with assumed affection, rather than real affection, 
for validation in term of content. The comparisons in rating and ranking of the two studies are 
shown in Table 6.1.2. Since the comparison results showed that, in term of the ranking of 
assumed affection and affectiveness in different guanxi in the two studies, the discrepancy 
was not too drastic, thereby concluding the scales of assumed and real affections are valid in 
term of construct validity. 
In summary, the above analyses revealed that all scales were valid and reliable after mild 
adjustments; also proved that we can take real and assumed affections as two distinctive 
constructs empirically. 
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